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My purpose is to establish an
agricultural college which will afford
useful information to the farmers and
mechanics . . . thorough instruction in
agriculture and the natural sciences connected therewith.
—Thomas Green Clemson, last will
and testament.
In his will, Thomas Clemson provided
for the establishment of an agricultural
and mechanical college; 98 years later
Clemson has become a complete University with a new president and a new
goal—being the premier institution in
the Southeast.
Attainment of the goal will require the
use of the institution's every resourcehuman, financial, and physical, say
University officials and observers. The
University leaders plan to build upon its
internal resources and search for external ones.
Development of team unity is necessary to reach a goal, and this team has
members ranging from students to
farmers to engineers to legislators.
Though it seems to be a diverse group,
its members have at least one thing in
common: to make the University known
for its excellence in academics and
research.
"Clemson will be aggressive," University President Max Lennon said Monday in a press conference. Since he was
named president in October, Lennon has
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met with University and state leaders to
see what the priorities of the school are
as the attempt to make Clemson one of
the best begins.
Louis Batson, chairman of the Board
of Trustees, said the University's goals
are more specific than they have been in
the past.

"The trustees have made the decision
that Clemson will be the premier institution in the Southeast," Batson said.
"People are no longer gong to be asking
what or where Clemson is—they are going to know."
U.S. Senator Strom Thurmond agreed
See Clemson, page 7

Elections Chairman Greg Smalls has
called for a run-off election for the office of
student body president. The special election will be held Tuesday from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
In the general election for president,
Fred Richey received 49.4 percent of the
ballots cast. Gary Massey was second
with 33.5 percent, and Mark Reamer with
17.1 percent was third.
'In the general election a candidate
must get at least 51 percent of the vote.
Since no one received that, we must have
a run-off with the top two candidates
[Richey and Massey]," Smalls said.
In the vice presidential race Doug
Johnson captured the office with 53.2 percent of the vote. Gardner Fisher was second with 26 percent of the vote, and
Lyndal Lee was third with 20.8 percent of
the count.
Small said that 2,031 students voted in
the elections as compared to 2,912 who
voted in last spring's elections.
"I was very surprised by the low voter
turnout. It was far lower than I had hoped
for and almost 1,000 voter's less than last
year," Smalls said.
"There is no way I can judge how well
the turnout will be for the run-off election.
The extra week will give both candidates
a chance to campaign some more and be
better recognized by the voters.
See Elections, page 17

Lennon assumes University presidency
Senate meets president
by Eric Olsen
staff writer
President Max Lennon spoke
to the Faculty Senate Tuesday in
the Student Senate Chambers.
The subject of Lennon's speech
was the commitment to excellence at Clemson.
"The faculty should start a
program to create incentives for
faculty members to become part
of the commitment to
excellence," Lennon said. "We
need emphasis on Clemson's
strong points."
Lennon said he was interested
in seeing the faculty help attract
federal and industry money in
the form of research grants.
Almost 50 percent of the University's budget comes from the
state, according to Lennon. More
significant state research institutions only receive 25 percent of
their budgets from the states.
Lennon said he was against hiring new faculty and would like to
see an increase in post-doctorate
and graduate students instead.
He said he believes in allowing
the faculty to deal with faculty
issues, not the administration.
The senate passed a resolution

asking that faculty members
compose a majority of the Honorary Degree Committee. Currently, the faculty represents only 40
percent of the committee.
A resolution was passed which
deplores the Board of Trustees'
actions concerning former President Bill Atchley's "sabbatical
leave."
In new business, the senate
passed a resolution which disapproves of a change in an optional
retirement program now under
consideration by the administration. If approved, the change
would make the program available only to employees initially
employed on or after July 1.
The senate passed a resolution
asking University representatives to the Atlantic Coast Conference to support any proposed
increase ina dmission standards
for scholarship athletes at the
next ACC league representative
meeting.
Before adjournment, the senate
passed a recommendation asking
the administration to form a
committee to review a report on
sexual harrassment prepared by
the Clemson Chapter of AAUP.

Lennon faces
the media
by Kim Norton
interim news editor and
Mark Schoen
staff writer
"We now have a chance to really
excel," President Max Lennon said
at a press conference Monday.
Lennon emphasized the University's renewed commitment to
academics and the importance of
a strong research program.
The 11 a.m. news conference
aired on SC ETV that night, and
gave the media an opportunity to
ask the new president questions
on his first full day at work.
Lennon said he plans on being
accessable to the media. "It's
the way I enjoy operating," he
said. "If there's an issue that
needs to be discussed, then let's
discuss it."
An open door policy will also
apply to students. Lennon said
the feelings of the students
center on moving ahead and
putting the past behind the
Walter Cox welcomed new President Max Lennon at a
See Lennon, page 14—
press conference Monday.
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Wright Bryan and Thomas Goldsmith

Jeff Bordon and John Carman

Jeff Greenfield

Symposium examines aspects of journalism
by Kevin Bobo
staff writer
With the aid of a nationally
syndicated columnist, two television critics, and two industry
pioneers, a symposium on "Broadcasting, Politics and Society"
was held Tuesday on campus.
The purpose of the one-day
symposium was designed to examine how broadcasting reflects
society and politics in the United
States and to provide a forum for
discussion among broadcasting
professionals, critics, humanities
scholars, and the public.
"We tend to absorb broadcasting without looking at it critically," said Dr. Susan Duffy,
assistant professor of speech in
the English department and
coordinator of the event. "A
symposium focuses attention on
the issues in broadcasting so
that the viewer will be a more
critical consumer."
Headlining the event was contributing analyst for ABC News
Jeff Greenfield who spoke on
"Politics and the Media" at
8 p.m. in Tillman Auditorium.
Greenfield is also an author,
journalist, television critic, and
nationally syndicated columnist.

Formerly with CBS-TV, he appeared regularly on CBS' "Morning" and on CBS' "Sunday
Morning" and occasionally on
the CBS Evening News.
Greenfield said that in America a popular misconception
exists that a state's political life
is now totally dominated by
television. He thinks this belief is
a dangerous myth.
"Television is the stage for
politics in this country, but it
doesn't decide who gets elected,"
he said. "Underlying reality is
what decides who gets elected."
Although he feels television
does a poor job in its coverage of
politics, Greenfield does not
believe that television makes
politics more corrupt; according
to him, the real dirt in politics
is in computer-generated mail.
Greenfield also has severed hopes
for television coverage of
American politics in the future.
Greenfield thinks the debate
format should be changed. He
cannot envision future campaigns without debates and as a
result, believes the present format ought to be loosened up.
"Candidates should be permitted
to talk directly to one another,"
he said.

"Television has to remember
politics really counts," Greenfield said. He hopes that in the
future, television will get to know
the candidates before the campaign begins because once the
race starts, Greenfield said the
candidates withdraw into a shell
because of the fear of saying the
wrong thing.
The other two events of the
symposium were held in a panel
discussion format. At 3 p.m. in
Daniel Auditorium, television
critics Jeff Bordon of The
Charlotte Observer and John
Carman of The Atlanta Journal
and Constitution addressed "The
Social Effects of Broadcasting
and the Role of the Critic."
Bordon spoke on prime-time programming, and Carman spoke on
news/documentary programming.
Responding to the critics were
Dr. Roger Rollin of the English
department and Dr. John Ryan
of the sociology department.
According to Bordon, many
people have a misconception that
critics should have a real dislike
for television. "The job of a critic
is to evaluate programs so that the
viewer can decide if a program is
worth his time," he said.
Carman echoes his colleague's

opinion. "The critic's first responsibility is to recognize talent,'"
he said. Unlike Greenfield,
Carman feels television is the
rule-maker and scorekeeper in
American politics.
In responding to the two
critics, both Rollin and Ryan
believe America has arrived at
the age of leisure. Ryan believes
a paradoxical situation exists in
America's perception of television. "Television is the number
one leisure activity, but when
you ask someone about their leisure activities, television is never
rated above a five," he said.
Ryan proposed five constraints
that critics operate under which
asked such questions as where do
critics come from and how critics
are trained. Rollin offered an
answer.
"The non-academic critic gets
his authority from his sensitivity, his articulateness and most
of all, his track record with his
audience," Rollin said.
Broadcasting builders Wright
Bryan and Dr. Thomas E.
Goldsmith were the focus of the
first symposium event at 11 a.m.
in 108 Strode Tower. This panel
discussion entitled "Pioneering
Experiences in Broadcasting"

was responded to by Drs. Pamela
Mack and Alan Schaffer of the
history department.
Bryan is a pioneering radio
broadcaster who was the first to
broadcast the D-Day invasion of
Normandy, an event he describes
as "more luck than anything
else." Bryan was basically a
print journalist because television did not exist during the
majority of his career. He feels
the broadcasting industry would
have developed much slower if
newspapers had not owned radio
stations at first.
Bryan was a prisoner of war,
and when asked what he
remembers most about World
War II, he said, "I remember
most the invasion of Normandy,
the liberation of Paris and the
liberation of Wright Bryan."
Goldsmith was the Director of
Research at DuMont Laboratories, and his pioneering work
led to the development of modern
television. Like Bryan, he feels
radio got television going just as
newspapers got radio started.
Mack feels the same way. "Perhaps television couldn't be invented until the radio model was
established," she said.

AIDS easily prevented
by Esther Martin
staff writer

"Rob Biggerstafi senior staff photographer

Paramedics treat Everett Owens after crash on Highway 93.

Student injured in collision
from staff reports

Everett Owens, a sophomore computer
engineering student, was injured Tuesday
in a car-motorcycle collision near Clemson
House.
Owens was riding the motorcycle on
Highway 93 at approximately 8:15 p.m.

when, according to a University police
corporal, the motorcycle and the car collided. The police department is investigating the cause of the two-vehicle
collision.
Owens is listed in fair condition at
Anderson Memorial Hospital with minor
injuries.

Don't ya hate it when
I think it starts when kids are forced to
make their beds or clean up their rooms
when their favorite cartoons are on. At least
those are my first recollections of doing
things I didn't want to do.

ON THE LINE

Kim Norton
Interim News Editor
1 thought when you got older mat you
got to do what you wanted to do, not what
everyone told you to do.
Well, I was wrong.
When high school rolled around, childish household duties seemed silly. Feeding the dog and dusting were not among
my favorite activities, although Lady did
appreciate it when I came around with the

Gravy Train. But I was ready to move on
to more responsible tasks; you know the
ones I mean—grown-up tasks.
The grown-up tasks that I had so patiently waited for turned out to be much
worse than I had ever expected. Term
papers and job hunting made keeping my
room clean look awfully good. I longed for
the good old days when my biggest worry
was hospital corners on the bed, and the
only people that told me what to do were
my parents.
There are always things we hate to do.
That's one of those facts of life that is not
written on the bathroom wall.
This column is a good example of a fact
of life. It's not that I haven't enjoyed doing it, it's the fact that it hasn't been
"newsy." I started out every week trying
to think of thought-provoking, mindSee Hate, page 17

"What can we do to protect ourselves?
You can't catch AIDS from eating in a
restaurant or sitting in a lecture,"
Dr. Brett Woodard, director'bf School of
Medical Technology at Anderson
Memorial Hospital, spoke Monday night
in Lee Hall auditorium on the subject of
HTLV-III AIDS virus.
Woodard said AIDS is a retrovirus, a
virus which works in reverse by changing
RNA into DNA. The virus then replicates
in a specific cell.
A person can obtain the virus through
direct access to the vascular system by
means of the bloodstream or through sexual intercourse when semen, containing
the virus, escapes into the system.
According to Woodard, the virus is a
passive passenger. It bounds itself to the
surface of a T-lymphocyte and injects its
RNA material.
AIDS may remain dormant for days,
months, even years inside the usurped T-4
cells before the virus begins to cause the
disease or the host cell could die.
Once exposed to the HTLV-III virus,
the body will form antibodies within two
to six months. The antibodies will remain
with the victim for the rest of his life. The
incubation period, after the antibodies
have been formed within one year, then
the person will not become infected,
Woodard said.
"AIDS can be easily disinfected,"
Woodard said. Many factors can kill the
virus. For instance, industrial cleaners in
the environment, the high pH level of the
mouth and the low pH level of the stomach
can kill the virus instantly. Furthermore,
"the virus does not survive well in
saliva."
Woodard said 73 percent of the people
infected with AIDS are homosexuals.
Seventeen percent are drug users, who

use needles that are not disinfected, 1.5
percent are blood-transfusion patients, 1
percent are heterosexuals, and 6.5 percent
are others.
There are two main types of transmission of AIDS. One is the vertical transmission, in which the mother passes
AIDS to her unborn child. The other type
is horizontal transmission in which one
adult affects the other. For example, the
male may pass the virus to the female,
and the female may pass it to her child.
Woodard mentioned that a person who
participates in high-risk activities, will
have a greater chance of getting AIDS if
he is in a high-risk area like New York City.
In other words, risk is lower in areas
such as a suburban area. He added that 70
percent of all prostitutes in Washington,
D.C., are affected by AIDS. In the United
States, less than 1 percent of the AIDS
cases occurred in South Carolina.
Woodard discussed the New Test,
which was a test released from a branch of
FDA. This test, he said, was introduced to
blood centers so as to make sure the
AIDS virus was not passed to other
individuals.
"Government is taking the opinion that
AIDS is a handicap," Woodard said.
"And why shouldn't they be concerned?"
The army has spent $1.4 billion on health
care services for their men who had
caught the AIDS virus.
Woodard brought up the fact that
AIDS is not sky-rocketing like it has
been. He said the number of cases are
leveling off, although graphs in source
material may exaggerate the proportions.
"Anybody can prove any point they want
to with statistics," he said.
In conclusion, Woodard reminded his
audience that condoms do protect
sexually-involved couples from AIDS. He
also recommended that people be careful
about their sexual pf-tners and how they
use needles.
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Speaking Out
by Eric Freshwater
staff writer

o

^-^uestion: Should the space program continue in light of the
space shuttle disaster?

"Compared to the success of the shuttle program, the incident is only a small
setback."
Tira Crawford/staff photographer

Leslie Carlson

Max Lennon speaks on "Greeks—Do you have the Global Picture?" in a seminar
Saturday.

Lennon speaks on leadership
by Susan Hagins
staff writer
Students who attended Greek
Leadership Day Saturday were
the first to be addressed by new
University President Max Lennon.
Dr. Lennon was the guest
speaker at the luncheon, where
he spoke on "Greeks—Do You
Have the Global Picture?"
Several other University officials attended the luncheon, including then-President Walter
Cox, Dean Nick Lomax, Director
of Housing Almeda Rogers, and
Dean Joy Smith.
During the day, these individuals led some of the workshops.
such as "Working with administrators" and "How to be a Better
Delegator." Fred Steele from the
Counseling Center spoke on
"Sexual Coersion," and Psychology Professor Rebecca A. Maroon
led "How to Motivate Yourself
and Your Organization."
The special guest speaker for
three workshops was Tony

Chambers, assistant dean for
student services and director of
leadership programs at the
University of Florida.
Many fraternity and sorority
alumni who are now executives
all over South Carolina also
hosted workshops to help Greeks
improve their leadership skills.
Removing cliques from groups,
having effective committees, and
avoiding burn-out were some of
the topics discussed.
Dr. Lennon began the luncheon
by thanking Walter Cox for all he
has done and said that he looks
forward to working with him.
"There is a lot that each of us can
do to develop leadership skills,"
said Dr. Lennon.
He warned students not to join
a group just to have something
to look good on their resumes
because employers will be able to
tell if students were really active
or not. It is up to students to
make the most of their time while
still in college, he said, and he en-

"There should definitely be more
launches even though we had one major
accident. We must realize that with
something that complicated, there are
going to be a few mistakes. The exploration of space is too important to be
discarded. I hope to go up one day
myself."

couraged them to become involved
in real world issues while they
are students so they can develop
their skills and grow.
"We need aggressive, positive
leadership within every institution," Lennon said. He also
stressed the importance of developing a sense of values that one
does not compromise, no matter
what situations occur.
Instead of complaining when a
problem develops, we need to
say, "What are we going to do
about it?" he said. Organizations
need to equip themselves to
become good citizens and need to
be optimistic.
Lennon concluded his speech
with this thought: "Please help
us at Clemson to raise our targets because we know we can
achieve great things."
Greek Leadership Day was
sponsored by the Pan Greek,
Interfraternity, and Panhellenic
Councils, and the office of student
life.

Carey Johnson

"No, the space program should not
continue until the investigation is completed and the defects are corrected."
Laura Weesner

"I think it should because in light of
everything NASA has done, this is only
a small incident."
Beth Scarborough
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THE CLEMSON STUDENT GREAT ESCAPE
Apartments available for summer school and fall semester
— reserve now!
Central A/C and heat you
control.
Large pool and clubhouse.
On-site laundry facilities.
Ample parking.
Only 1.2 miles from Tillman
Hall, with shuttle service to
and from campus provided.
Plus much, much more.
Planned social activities.

Spacious one- and twobedroom apartments designed
to accommodate 2 and 4
students.
Completely furnished
including icemaker, dishes,
cookware, and much more.
Wall-to-wall carpeting and
walk-in closets.
On-site management.

Only $160.00 per month per student

CALL 654-2876 NOW!
The Tiger Takes A Break
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Positive attitude
will prevail
"People are no longer going to be asking what or
where Clemson is—they are going to know," said Louis P.
Batson, chairman of the Board of Trustees.
And people are going to know what and where
Clemson is because the trustees have vowed to make it
become the "premier institution in the Southeast."
The University is on the verge of becoming that
"premier institution." We have a new president who is
dedicated to fulfilling the goal set forth by the trustees.
Granted, the University has seen rough times; instead
of allowing these rough times to bring it down, Clemson
has learned from its mistakes.
In the past four years, Clemson has been trying to
find its way through some sort of thick fog. The athletic
department was punished for recruiting violations; a drug
scandal shocked the school; and in a fight between
academics and athletics insued, leaving Clemson without
President Bill Atchley and a reputation that was less than
flattering.
But when President Max Lennon entered his office
Monday morning, Clemson entered a new era. It is an era
which Lennon describes as one of integrity, openness, and
honesty. Clemson has found its way out of the fog.
No longer will people connect past mistakes with the
Universtiy. There is no doubt that Lennon takes seriously
the academic mission of Clemson.
His job will not be easy. There are still problems
which must be faced. Money is the most obvious. If we
are to expand and improve, money must come from
somewhere. Faced with a possible 2-percent budget cut,
the outlook may seem bleak.
However, Lennon has challenged the individual
colleges and departments to seek money from industry.
Investing money into the education of its citizens is one
of the most promising returns for state industry.
Money seems to be at the root of all problems. A new
chemistry building is almost finished and the Strom
Thurmond Institute is on the horizon. Though the initial
funding has come through, still more is needed.
"We have some obstacles, but there are not hurdles
we can't cross," said Batson. And if the University
grasps this posi :ive attitude, there will be no hurdles it
cannot cross.
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One more to the ranks
I found a couple of boxes
to clean out my office at The
Tiger the other day. The
boxes aren't too big—I don't
have much up there.

Foster Senn
Editor in Chief
With this being my last
week as editor, I went up to
the office to throw away
most of the junk on my
desk. I did find a few things
on the desk I want to keep
and put in the boxes,
though: the application I
filled out to run for sports
editor, my James Kilpatrick
and Lee Iacocca books, and a
press pass to last year's
Atlantic Coast Conference
basketball tournament,
among other things.
There were a few other
things I found in the office
I'll keep—my poster of Dale
Murphy, an article I did on
the tennis team two years
ago.
The tennis article I found
was one of the first things I
ever wrote for The Tiger. I
started writing for the paper
during my freshman year,
and tennis was the first
thing I covered. I remember
going over to the Hoke
Sloan Tennis Center to talk
to two really nice people and
great coaches, Chuck Kriese
and Andy Johnson. Kriese
used to like to talk a lot
about momentum and
championship
performances—1 heard he
still does.
Maybe I can cover tennis
again sometime.

The first student I ever
interviewed was tennis
freshman Lawson Duncan,
who would later go on to
finish second in the NCAAs
and move on to the
professionals. The weather
was cold and more suited for
the Artie than Clemson the
afternoon we talked at the
tennis courts. He was shy; I
was nervous. For some
reason, though, the interview
turned out okay.
Funny, how you remember
those things.
I remember later doing a
couple of golf and track articles. Eventually—and probably because there was no one
else around—I was talked into running for sports editor,
which is really a fun job to
have.
During my first week,
though, basketball coach Bill
Foster resigned, and the
search for a new coach began.
Later, when I became editor,
Bill Atchley resigned and the
search for a new University
president began. Now, in the
last week, Max Lennon
replaced Walter Cox as
president.
I need to improve my timing.
Someting I will really remember is the hard work put
out by The Tiger staff this
year. I think we did a pretty
good job. Most of the staff
was young this year which led
to some inconsistencies in
quality, but we usually overcame that.
This year we also were able
to do two things I 'm proud of.
Starting in the fall, we increased the size of the paper
two inches vertically which
simply made the paper better.

We also were able to try printing twice a week one week in
January. It worked pretty
well, but it's something not
really needed at Clemson
right now.
There are a few people this
year who really helped me.
I remember Bob Adams,
our managing editor, who did
his job so well; Kirk Brague,
our joint media adviser, who
handled our business matters;
Dr. Louis Henry, our editorial
adviser, who provided encouragement and insight; my
roommates, D. B. and Gene,
who put up with my messy
desk and me coming in at late
hours; and my parents who
have put up with bad grades.
Sunday we'll have
elections and a new senior
staff will be elected. There
will be a new editor in chief,
so my duties will be over. No
more policies to make,
advertisers to deal with . . .
decisions to make about
anything.
Funny how I'll miss some
of that.
But I'm glad my job is
over. It was fun and I
learned a great deal, but I
couldn't do it twice.
Now I guess I'll have
plenty of free time. I can go
to more baseball games,
study more, go to Y-Beach.
Maybe I'll even go to some
plays and get some
culture—my grandmother
would like that.
I'm not going to fill those
two boxes up I'm using to
clean up my desks. I just
don't have much to take
from The Tiger.
Physical things, anyway.
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Light bulbs and other bright ideas

by John McKelvey
professor of physics
Science traditionally has been
seen as a driving force for technology, and our national research
and development structure supports and encourages that relationship.
But the history of science is
filled with examples of the inverse process—where technological development occurred independently of scientific discovery, and, in fact, made scientific
advancement possible.
The question is: Have we now
so organized our science and
technology that maverick technologists and technology-driven
science cannot flourish?
The interests and objectives of
scientists and engineers are fundamentally different. Scientists
are concerned with concepts,
theories and explanations. Technologists tend to emphasize tangible processes, products and
results.
There is sound justification for
the traditional wisdom that engineers and technologists adapt
science to meet human needs.
The work of James Clerk
Maxwell and Heinrich Hertz in
establishing the possibility of
communication using radio
waves, that of William Shockley,
John Bardeen and Walter
Brattain in developing solidstate electronics, and that of

Charles A. Townes and Arthur
Schawlow in inventing the laser
are all examples of useful
technology developing in the
wake of fundamental scientific
advances.
The oft-neglected fact, however, is that pure science frequently has been enhanced by
technological innovation involving little or no scientific input.
The technologies of electricity,
magnetism and electronics owe a
great deal to pure science, yet
even in these fields examples can
be found where science contributed little and cut-and-try experimentation a great deal. Electric lighting is one example.
Thomas Edison, who developed a practical incandescent
light in 1878, was perhaps the
quintessential technologist. He
lacked formal education, and his
understanding of literature, art,
history, and philosophy was
superficial. He is sometimes regarded with disdain by academic
scientists, who often forget that
his ingenuity, inquiring spirit
and tireless efforts contributed
significantly to many of their
disciplines.
In a somewhat similar scenario, Lee de Forest stumbled
upon his "audion," or vacuumtube triode, in 1906—a development that was to revolutionize
communication. In 1907, he
quietly filled a patent on a device
that, once acquired by Bell

Telephone Laboratories, led to
the development of a wide range
of communications devices—
radio transmitters and receivers,
audio amplifiers, a host of valuable scientific instruments and,
eventually, digital computers.
As these examples show, the
relationships between scientists
and technologists were informal
and sometimes quite accidental.
Each group influenced the other
without any specific plan to do
so.
This pattern suddenly changed
during World War II in response
to demands for highlysophisticated weapons and defense systems. These needs had
to be satisfied quickly, and
meeting them required both new
science and new technology.
Ideas at the forefront of scientific research had to be applied
immediately. Huge laboratories
and production facilities grew up
almost overnight.
Because projects were large
and their goals vital, research
and development was planned
and administered on an unprecedented scale. As a result,
science and technology enterprise became much more centralized and structured.
Government funding and planning of research and development and even of scientific and
technical education became the
norm. Universities, industries
and private research institutes

found themselves at once in close
cooperation and in earnest competition for the federal dollar.
How has the new structure affected the ability of the independent, entrepreneurial technologist to contribute in the tradition
of Edison and de Forest?
While the present highlycentralized structure has succeeded beyond expectation, it
has not encouraged risk-taking.
Today's scientific work is
sophisticated, arcane, complex
beyond belief—but safe. One
does not, for example, try to discover whether quantum physics
has its limitations, and if so
where they he. It simply doesn't
pay to do so.
Similarly, private technological entrepreneurship lacks the
diversity of earlier times. It is
less easy now that it was 50 or
100 years ago for technologists
like Edison—or, for that matter,
scientists like Einstein—to
assert their independence.
To be funded as a technologist
now requires not only a fertile imagination and the capacity for
hard work, but also formal education, preferably on the graduate
level. Today, work is organized,
directed and funded by the
cooperative —and competitive—efforts of numerous individuals, none of whom enjoys
the luxury of complete freedom
of thought.

Under these conditions, the relationship between science and
technology is no longer entirely
smooth and peaceful. There is a
polite but earnest power struggle
for prestige between scientists
and technologists. This struggle
has come about because of the
postwar political and economic
circumstances of science and
technology and will no doubt intensify as competition for scarce
financial resources gets more and
more intense. It poses a threat
however, to the future viability
of the independent technological
entrepreneur.
We need to recall—and foster
when we can—the special circumstances from which came the
significant, non-scientific
technological discoveries of the
past.
Perhaps we should insist that
our planners devote resources to
a few "obviously" unsound projects and "clearly" unprofitable
lines of thought, or that they encourage individual investigators
as well as organized groups, however "wasteful."
Will historians looking back on
the scientific and technological
progress of the last half of the
20th century and the opening
years of the new millennium be
able to find the equivalent of
Edison's light bulb or de Forest's
vacuum tube? I hope so, but I'm
not at all sure.

Letters-

General lack ofawareness of art alarming
There seems to be a general
lack of awareness (bordering on
apathy) about the existence and
the value of the art being
produced on our campus.
Almost all of the students that
we have talked to were
surprised to learn that there is
an art program on campus.
But it is here the visual arts
department is located in Lee
Hall under the College of
Architecture. It consists of a
masters of fine arts program as
well as a bachelor of arts in
design program.
The visual arts department
has a very strong, professional
faculty who are very active in
exhibiting their work. Some
have received national
attention. The M.F.A. program
has attracted art students from
all over the country—including
California, Michigan, Montana,

Ohio, Washington, D.C., and
homegrown artists from South
Carolina and Georgia. The
facilities provide courses in
ceramics, life drawing, painting,
photography, print-making,
sculpture, as well as art history.
Having the arts (this would
include literature, performing
and visual arts) on campus and
being aware of them (as well as
having as much to do with it as
possible), embodies the true
university experience. The word
"university" by definition
means "whole" and/or
"universal;" not specificity
(which is limiting) and, for the
most part, contrary to the idea
of a well-rounded education.
To quote from the 1984 report
from the Commission on Higher
Education, "... the arts are
essential to maintain some
balance between the

technocratic and humanist
spheres that normally, and by
definition, distinguish a
university from an institute of
technology. Clemson is to be
commended for its inclusion of
music, dramatic arts, and visual
arts offerings, but greater
consideration needs to be given
to their rightful place and
identity in the university
mission if they are to make a
more effective contribution."
So, in essence, this letter is a
call and a sounding to the
student body to support and
become involved in the arts; i.e.,
involving yourself in a true
university education.
"What can I do?" you may
ask. You can take the art
courses described above. They
are listed under the College of
Architecture. Any student may
register for these classes. You

can join the existing art
organizations such as the
Student Art League and/or the
Clemson Area Arts Council. But
most importantly, visit our
galleries and look at art.
There are two art galleries in
Lee Hall. Both exhibit
professional and student art
work.
The most noted and largest
art exhibition space on campus
is the Rudolph E. Lee Gallery,
located on the main floor in Lee
Hall. The Rudolph E. Lee
Gallery has exhibited drawings
and sculpture by Robert
Stackhouse; Clemson's National
Print Exhibition, which was
juried by Howard Fox,
assistant curator at the
Hirshorn Museum in
Washington, D.C.; and Southern
Landscape photographers, a
traveling exhibition. These are
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just to name a few.
The Rudolph E. Lee Gallery is
also the exhibition space for the
M.F.A. thesis shows. All
exhibitions have a reception,
open to the public, where free
refreshments are served.
The smaller gallery is located
on the ground floor of Lee Hall
and is temporarily called the
Student Gallery. The Student
Gallery is a recent addition to
Lee Hall's facilities and it was
generated by the high energy of
the current M.F.A. graduate
candidates.
The Student Gallery has
increased awareness of fine arts
in Lee Hall. Hopefully, ;n the
future, that awareness will
include the campus at large.
The graduate students welcome
your participation in the
Student Gallery by sharing
See Letters, page 6
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Letters
continued from page 5
your art work with others or by
attending the exhibitions.
The Student Gallery was
initiated and is run by the
M.F.A. students.
There will be a masters thesis
exhibit March 24 through April
11. Please attend our reception
March 24 at 9 p.m.
Richard Lou
Bill Seitz

Enjoy, but
be careful
Florida Mothers Against
Drunk Driving, MADD, hopes
that this year's College Spring
Break will be safe for everyone.
Last year's tragedies included
three students who fell to their
deaths off hotel balconies and
two others who were murdered
hitchhiking to Florida. We
sympathize with their parents
because we understand the anguish of senseless loss.
We want you to come to
Florida to have good times and
enjoy well-earned vacations. But
please do not come to drive and
drink or to use drugs.
Florida Mothers Against
Drunk Drivers
Tom Carey,
President

Letters policy
The Tiger welcomes letters
and commentaries from its
readers on all subjects. Letters
and commentaries should be
typed double-spaced.
The editor in chief reserves
the right to edit letters and
guest commentaries for style
and space.
Each letter and commentary
must include the signature,
telephone number and address
of its author. However, names
may be withheld from letters in
the newspaper at the request of
the author and at the discretion
of the editor in chief.
Please send letters and
commentaries to the attention
of the editor in chief, The Tiger,
Box 2097 University Station,
Clemson, S.C. 29632-2097, or
bring them by the offices at
room 906 of the Student Union.
Letters must be received no
later than 6 p.m. Tuesday prior
to publication.

VICTORIA SQURRE
DOUNTOUN CLEHS0M
RCROSS FROM THE

THE
MOVIE
HOUSE

5F°?/CE

654-7844

MOVIE

INCLUDING TOP 40 HITS IN THE NATION

99^
$c

EA. MOVIE

OVER 1300

Overnight

OPEN
ION.-THURS. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
FRI.-SAT. 10 a;m.-10 p.m.
SUNDAYS 1-6 p.m.

10 WAYS TO EARN
$1,000 EVERY DAY GUARANTEED

l *».«* /J
// **» n» /■

^ It is truly amazing how much money you can earn
in the United States If you choose the right career, in
just a few short weeks, you could be earning
over $1,000 every day.
Look at me. I am only 36, yet I have earned millions over the years, and YOU CAN TOO! MY NEW
BOOK, "10 WAYS TO $1,000 PER DAY" will show
you how.
StuarfdCopp
Best of all. unlike some books which only give you
one career choice, this book gives you a choice of market that offers you so many ways to earn over
over TEN FUN UNIQUE CAREERS.
$1,000 every day. If I had seen a book like this when
While there is not enough room in this small ad to I was younger. I would have gotten rich 10 times
do justice outlining even one of these TEN tech- faster.
niques, here are some true documented success
Best of all, look at the price. It's only $10. That's
stories: Technique One made one
only $1 per career. Any one of these TEN techLos Angeles man $40,000,000!
niques could quickly earn you millions, yet the cost
Technique Six made one Texas woman is only $1 each.
$40,000,000!
FULL 100% GUARANTEE: If you are nof •
Technique Ten is making one man in San Fran- * completely delighted with my book or you .
cisco $100,000,000 every year!
* are not soon earning over $1,000 per day, •
These are powerful, yet fun. techniques that have * simply return the book for a prompt and *
earned millions for me and thousands of other
courteous refund!
entrepreneurs. Use them and you're the boss. You
You have absolutely nothing to lose, but
control your destiny.
Let me show you how to start from scratch, with everyday you wait you're missing out on at least
little or no money. Keep your present job or stay in $1,000 per day. Change your life NOWI
.
school, work part time, earn over $1,000/day &
TO ORDER "10 WAYS TO $1,000 PER DAY"
most importantly LOVE YOUR WORK. I guarantee
Send $10 + $1 p/h with your name and address to:
anybody, anywhere can earn a fortune with any one
Stuart Hopp, 1033 Mound St., Dept. 000
of these 10 techniques.
Alameda.
CA 94501
I MAKE MONEY,
For questions call Stuart at (415) 521-5829
BUT YOU'LL MAKE EVEN MORE!
••••••••••••■••••••■••••••••••••••••••••I
YES! I do make a few bucks on each book, but I
Name
think that's only fair for two reasons; First.J am
sharing 18 years of "trade secrets' that made me
•
Address.
rich and second, literally thousands of people
have become rich using these techniques and
_ State-ZipCity
soon you will be rich too!
In fact, I feel really, good about writing this book for
All books are shipped the same day we
you.To my knowledge it is the only book on the
receive order.
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Clemson
continued from page one
with Batson that the University can
have a national reputation. "I think
Clemson has rendered our state and nation a tremendous service," he said.
"I think President Lennon will lead
the University on to greater heights," he
said, "possibly to a greater position than
it has ever been."
That's the opinion of many officials
contacted by The Tiger. And Lennon
will be leading a university that officials
say has some excellent parts already.
Colleges
Representatives of each of the University's nine colleges see the potential for
a nationally-known university. The
recognition would be accomplished
primarily through high quality graduates and research.
"We have a long way to go before becoming a major research institution,
which I think is where the University
wants to go," Henry Vogel, dean of the
College of Sciences, said.
Increasing external research funding
from industry and the federal government is a priority for the college. Funding of this type increased 225 percent in
the past five years, but Vogel sees the
next five years as being more difficult
because of government cutbacks. "But
we're moving and we are going to keep
moving," he said.
"Our college's big role is to provide
the scientific basis for all of the other
colleges. Thirty percent of the University's teaching load is in this college," he
said. "If we do not do a good job, the
others can't because they build upon
us."
Vogel said he feels the college has the
strongest graduate program in the
University now, but it needs to be built
more.
"It is no great secret what makes a
college good—a good faculty and good
students," Dean Ryan Amacher of the
College of Commerce and Industry said.
Amacher cited student placement as
an example of the quality of students in
the college. "There is a great interest in
our students. Many places that do not.
interview elsewhere interview [students]
here."
The college has also added a "substantial number of high-quality faculty members." But Amacher sees a need to
develop resources, such as private
development funding, to keep them
here.
"President Lennon has requested we
work on some areas where we can become centers of excellence in the United
States, not just regionally, and we need
support from industry to support the excellence," Amacher said.
An industry with close ties to the college is the troubled textile industry,
which is emerging lean and competitive,
Amacher said. The college can offer
managerial and research expertise to the
industry through the industrial management and textile programs.
"We can develop research programs
they can turn to to solve technological
problems," he said. "We are doing a lot
of that now."
Charles Jennett, dean of the College of
Engineering, views research as a principal step toward the establishment of
the college as the "greatest engineering
college in North America."
"I think we anticipate having more
research, and I feel three to five years
from now we will have a great deal
more," Jennett said.
The engineers also need to expand into
broader markets—national and international—more than before, he said.
The largest of the nine colleges, the
College of Engineering has a total enrollment of approximately 3,500 students.
The College of Agricultural Sciences,
the premise of Clemson's endowment, is
suffering from decreases in enrollment.
"Undergraduate enrollment is extremely low, and graduate student
enrollment has been affected too," said
Luther Anderson, dean. "This situation
is the same nationally."
A high school recruitment program is
being used to try to combat the problem.
Increased awareness of the opportunities offered by the college is the basis of
the program.
"There was a little improvement in
enrollment last year, and we hope it's a
trend that will continue," Anderson
said.
Efforts to increase external research

this fall, the athletic department will
face a drop in revenue of $800,000,
Robinson said. However, in 1987 there
will be seven home football games, so
the effect of the decrease in revenue this
fall will not be long-term.

Clemson comes in touch with
more South Carolinians
than probabaly any other institution in the state.
Strom Thurmond,
President pro tempore
of the U.S. Senate,
Clemson Graduate
funding are also important to the college. "We feel we have a cadre of
outstanding scientists . working on
issues facing the agricultural world today," Anderson said.
"We have to do things that will help
us move towards excellence, while maintaining the services we're now providing."
With a gradual increase in enrollment
planned over the next four years, the
College of Nursing is still feeling
pressure to increase admissions and
graduations.
According to Dean Mary Lohr, a
shortage of nurses has increased demand, especially in the Upstate.
"The governor and his advisers are
very concerned with the rapid rise in
health care costs," Lohr said, "and
nurses are in a very strategic position to
reduce the cost of health care through
early intervention and home health care
that prevents costly hospital care."
Nurses will be looked to more in those
areas, she said. And the college is moving toward its enrollment target of 500
to address the health needs of the state.
A shortage of math and science teachers
is being filled by the College of Education, first in providing teachers in these
areas.
"We have a reputation for turning out
high quality graduates," said James
Matthews, dean. "We're recognized as a
school of excellence in the state and
region."
Unlike the more technical colleges, no
one is involved in research, but the
possibility exists. More national recognition would result from research, but
Matthews feels research would mean
sacrifices in other areas.
The College of Architecture is "going
at full capacity," according to Acting
Dean Lamar Brown. "We always have
more requests for admission than we can
take."
Computer-aided design has recently
been adopted by the college. The computer allows quick corrections in design
as well as three-dimensional viewing of
the design.
A new graduate degree in building
science and management is under consideration. Landscape architecture and
fine arts are two undergraduate degrees
that might be added.
The major problem faced by the college is the need for more space to expand
the computer facility without taking
away classroom space, Brown said.
In the College of Forest and Recreation Resources, Dean Benton Box said,
"We are very excited about what we
have going on in the classroom and we
have new research thrusts that are very
exciting.
"We have been very successful with
wood chemistry and have recently made
some strides," he said. "Several years
ago we saw the use of wood as a fiber
base for textiles and the chemical area.
Possibly in the future we'll be able to
work with colleges in textiles and other
areas to develop new uses."
The college is also working on tissue
culture research, Box said.
The College of Liberal Arts was the
only institution in the state to receive
the National Endowment for the Humanities, a $1.2 million award.
"We have to raise $900,000 and the
NEH will match that sum with
$300,000," said Robert Waller, dean.
"We are currently working with development and we will be a part of the
centennial program to raise the money."
One-half of the interest income from
the endowment money will go to library
acquisitions for the humanities; onefourth will go to faculty development
and research; and the other one-fourth
will go to academic enrichment, which
includes things like honors. Women's
History Week, and events for Black

Indeed, the key to success seems to he
somewhere in the balance of research
and funding. "We are going to go forward," Batson said. "We have an exciting faculty and student body. It will
be a challenge to keep them challenged."
Money
"We must do everything to become a
funnel for industry and individuals to
channel their investments in education
and research," Batson said. "I certainly
think this will provide the best return
for their investments."
State funding for higher education
was cut 2 percent, and "the fight for
restoration of the 2 percent is for everyone, not just us," University of South
Carolina President James Holderman
said.
"It is time for the two institutions to
lock arms and say we're going to move
and move fast," he said. "The budget
fight is the most important project
now."
Holderman also suggested a joint effort to bring external research funding
into the state, a move that would benefit
the state as a whole as well as the two
institutions.
"It is a relationship where there are no
senior partners; we need strong leadership on both ends," Holderman said.
'The only time we should compete is on
the athletic field."
IPTAY, the athletic booster organization, is looking for another record year in
gifts and is hoping to go over the $5 million mark, says Bert Henderson,
IPTAY's associate executive secretary.
"You just can't describe how generous
people are to IPTAY," he said.
IPTAY has plans to fund a new indoor
tennis facility, new band uniforms, and a
new soccer facility. In addition, the club
is planning to give $150,000 to the University for general use, Henderson said.
IPTAY has also set up an academic
scholarship endowment fund, which is expected to reach the $1 million mark soon.
Henderson says the club's slogan this
year will be "IPTAY, It works for Clemson." "We are trying to get more
knowledge out about what IPTAY does
for the University," Henderson said.
Extension and athletics
Through the extension service and
athletic department, the University
reaches out to a majority of the state's
population.
"Clemson comes in touch with more
South Carolinians than probably any
other institution in the state,"
Thurmond said.
"We are very proud of what it [extension service] has accomplished, helping
the farmers who are having a terrible
time now," Thurmond said.
A farm crisis hotline has been established by the College of Agricultural
Sciences to help state residents with
agriculture-related problems.
"We are having a lot of one-on-one
calls," Dean Anderson said. "We have
never had this experience before, and we
are trying to work out strategies to deal
with the farm crisis."
Much of other extension work relates
to home gardening and horticulture,
which is a change from the farm work in
the past, Anderson said.
Approximately 50,000 state youths
are involved with Clemson's 4-H program. This involvement is outstanding,
Anderson said.
Athletic Director Bobby Robinson
said Tiger athletic teams were having a
good year but not a great one.
"We have a lot of young teams, that
should do better in the future," he said.
"Financially we are having a good
year and operating in the black, mainly
because of IPTAY."
With only five home football games

Facilities
According to Batson the University
has a "brick-and-mortar problem," a
need for new and renovated facilities.
The newest facility on campus is the
chemistry building, which will replace
Brackett Hall in housing the chemistry
department. Tentative completion dates
for the $12 million facility is June 2,
with occupation of the building occuring
in the summer. Teaching in the building
is scheduled to begin in the fall
semester.
Acting Vice President for Student Affairs Nick Lomax lists several projects
as priorities, including the construction
of an east campus activities center, the
renovation of the Holtzendorf YMCA
building, the renovation of Johnstone
Hall, and the possible construction of a
new athletic dormitory. .
"We just need to get started up and
going in the next couple of months and
see some progress," Lomax said.
"The number one priority in housing
is the renovation of Johnstone Hall," he
said. "Almeda Rogers [director of housing] and architects have been working
together, and they will soon present a
plan on this matter."
The planned east campus activities
center will include a post office,
bookstore, and recreational area.
The athletic department is in the first
year of a five-year facility improvement
plan, Robinson said. Construction will
begin soon on a new indoor tennis facility and a new 4,000-seat soccer facility
at Riggs Field.
Also in the planning stages are a new
athletic dormitory; a multi-purpose
room at the stadium to be used for
recruiting, meetings, and receptions;
complete renovation of the outdoor
track; and additional conference and
meeting rooms for the athletic department.
"We have a brick-and-mortar
problem," Batson said. "We're not going to sit here and let these problems
solve themselves. It also doesn't mean
that we're going to use this problem as
an excuse for a loser's limp."
Challenges
Many challenges he ahead for the
University before it can become a
premier institution.
Faculty Senate President Larry Bauer
has a concern over the differing perceptions of the Faculty Manual.
"There are different perceptions
among faculty members and trustees,"
he said. "The faculty feels very strongly
about it—almost to the point of it being
a contract. Some trustees have different
perceptions."
The question of the manual arose last
month when faculty members criticized
the selection of Walter Cox as the
University president, instead of the
trustees naming him as interim or acting
president. Faculty members suggested
that the presidential selection procedure
outlined in the Faculty Manual was circumvented.
"The process toward resolving the
problem is already underway," Bauer
said. "I am optimistic it will be
resolved."
The problems of the past 24 months
will see the University emerge as a
stronger institution, Thomas McLean,
executive news editor of The State, said.
"I'd say the institution is in good
shape," McLean said. "Clemson has
learned a great deal from adversity, and
that is sometimes the best teacher."
McLean said he thinks the University
has a positive image overall, and the institution is in good hands with the
leadership of Lennon.
"The trustees seem determined to see
Clemson in a commanding leadership
position as we leave the 1980s," McLean
said.
"We have some obstacles, but there
are no hurdles we can't cross," Batson
said. "It's not the mountains that are a
problem, but the grains of sand in our
shoes."
Reports contributed by Editor in Chief
Foster Senn and Editorial Editor Bob
Ellis.
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Heading for state pageant

Larceny arrests made

Miss Clemson crowned

by Carolyn Silliman
staff writer
Two Clemson students were
arrested Monday when they
were caught breaking into a car
in the Johnstone area.

by Kelly Winters
staff writer
Glittering gowns once again
filled the stage of Tillman Hall
Auditorium Monday night at the
annual Miss Clemson University
Pageant.
One white one glittered above
all as its wearer, 21-year-old
Patricia Merritt Sanders, was
crowned Miss Clemson University.
Sanders, a senior in graphic
communications from Anderson,
won, along with a hug from the
Tiger, a plaque and scholarship,
and the chance to be in the Miss
South Carolina Pageant to be
held in July, a preliminary to the
Miss America Pageant.
Fifteen other contestants participated in the pageant with
Sanders, competing in four
categories: swimsuit, interview,
evening gown, and talent.
Sanders' talent was a jazz/tap
routine done to the song
"Dance."
First runner-up was Kelly Ann
Sewell, a 19 year old from Clemson who is majoring in PRTM.
She sang "Memories" while also
signing the words in sign
language.
Leslie Kay Yoakam from
Columbia, Ohio, was second
runner-up and winner of the
talent category award with a
routine of dance and gymnastics
done to "Sing Your Praise to the
Lord." She is 20 years old and
majoring in education.
The third runner-up, and winner of the swimsuit category
award, was Leslie Kay Foster, a
23 year old graduate student in
economics. She performed a jazz
routine to "Jellical Ball."
Fourth runner-up was Susan
Elaine Baily, a 23-year-old math
science major from Lancaster.
She played "Maple Leaf Rag" on
the piano for her talent.
The 30 member senior honor
society, Mortar Board, sponsored the pageant, with the production chaired by Andra Gee.

Police Beat
Bret Hixon and David Porterfield were charged with breaking into a motor vehicle and
petty larceny, University Investigator Mac McCrary said.
The two students also admitted to breaking into approximately 40 other cars in the
Shotgun Alley over a period of
a few weeks.
All of the cars involved were
unlocked at the time of the robbery, and only small items were
confiscated, so that it would be
assumed that they were misplaced by the owner, McCrary
said.

Donald Parker was arrested
last week and charged with one
count of grand larceny and
three counts of financial transaction card fraud.
He allegedly broke into

another student's room and
stole a stereo and bank card,
which he attempted to use.
Parker is presently being detained in Columbia by Lexington County police for accounts of breaking into
automobiles.
Twelve students were arrested at the John Cougar
Mellencamp concert with charges
ranging from disorderly conduct to possession of alcohol.
The students were Roger
Brian Carrol, Rodney Alan
Cummings, Jeffrey D. Humphrey, William Duncan Clark,
Gregory Allen Weaver, and
Daniel Lawrence Hailey.
James David Landreth,
James Allen Durham, James
Scott Davis, Eugene Hatch
Harmon, Kelley Francis
Ragsdale and Gregg Eugene
Stephens were also apprehended
by University police.
Also arrested by police were
Robert Glenn Perry and
William Whittiker for simple
possession of marijuana,
McCrary said.
William Bowen and Steve
Wilson were arrested this week
for disorderly conduct in the
Johnstone area.

Packages questionable
by Mark Schoen
staff writer

New Miss Clemson Merritt Sanders receives congratulations from last year's queen Cindy Green.
Proceeds will go to the scholarship fund for the winners.
Entertainment was provided
by the Rally Cats, the Clemson
University Jazz Ensemble, and
singers Matt Locke and Lisa

'CELEBRATE'

SPRING
BREAK '86
h
Ft. Lauderdale «

mo6

on the beach

FT. LAUDERDALES PREMIERE
CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB
7 am to Noon - "EARLY RISER"

BLOODY MARY SPECIAL
For you early risers, have a Bloody Mary and KEEP THE MUG!

10amto6pm POOLS1DE PARTIES
UVE D.J. EMCEEING POOLSIDE CONTEST • WATER VOLLEYBALL
TOURNAMENT • FREE BEER CHUG RELAYS • FREE T-SHIRT RELAYS
THE BELLYFLOP CONTEST • AND CLIMAX THE DAY WITH ... THE
WETTEST, WET T-SHIRT CONTEST FEATURED IN PLAYBOY MAGAZINE
CASH PRIZES • FREE T-SHIRTS • AND OTHER GIVEAWAYS

7pmto 8pm COLLEGE HAPPY HOUR
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY PARTY * WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19
FREE SPRING BREAK '86 T-SHIRT WITH PAID ADMISSION FOR

Johnson.
Master of Ceremonies for the
second year in a row was George
Coreli, vice president of the
Millie Lewis Modeling Agency in
Greenville.

two companies parents have said
they thought were part of the
University. Smith has written to
The office of student life these companies to inform them
received at least 50 complaints of the problems that have been
last semester from parents who occurring and to ask for their
ordered care packages that were assistance in dealing with unto be sent to their sons and satisfied customers.
daughters at the University but
A letter from University Care
were never delivered.
Services to parents whose packParents ordered exam care ages were not delivered says,
packages containing snack foods "The packages were delivered to
and other items from companies the University, but the staff
that many believed were part of refused to distribute them."
the University, Joy Smith, dean
According to Smith, the
of student life, said.
University is not in any way
"If the letter doesn't have the associated with University Care
Clemson University logo, people Services.
should be aware that they are
"Students should warn their
dealing with someone else," parents," Smith said. "So many
Smith said.
people think they are buying a
University Care Services and nice surprise for their son or
Student Survival Services are daughter."

BENNIGAN'S
ST. PATRICK S
CELEBRATION
MARCH 12TH-17TH
WIN INSTANT PRIZES AND
PARTY ALL WEEK LONG.
1. INSTANT WINNERS DAILY: Find a hidden Lucky Clover
and win Certificates, Tankards, Gatshy Caps, T-Shirts,
Suspenders, Pet Watches and Free menu items.

ABOVE COLLEGE STUDENTS BETWEEN 7 O'CLOCK AND 8 O'CLOCK
WITH PROPER COLLEGE I.D.

ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER - $.75
COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZES!

EVENINGS
SUMMERS on the beach presents...
FT. LAUDERDALES FINEST ROCK N ROLL BAND NIGHTLY PLUS OUR
INTERNATIONALLY ACCLAIMED D.J. SPINNING THE BEST DANCE
MUSIC AND ALL DAY, ALL NIGHT MUSIC VIDEO.

MON, WED & THUR:

.QJTT166

Contest Nlte
Prizes & giveaways

^

TUE A FRI:
"Best Buns on the Beach" Contest
Heraldad by Playboy magazlna

$175.00 Cash Prizes
,

CLIP »ND SAVE

SATURDAY:
Come and Party til 3 AMI
SUNDAY:
Video Music Nlte
Danes to our wide screen vldao
and special affects light ahow
between band sets
CLIP *ND SAVE

1. GRAND PRIZE WINNER AT EVERY BENNIGAN'S
Join us March 17th, for the St. Patrick's partv with more
prizes and fun for all. Grand Prize: WEEKEND GET-A-WAY
FOR TWO. Includes air travel on Continental Airlines and
lodging at Hilton Hotel. 1st Prize: Full size -il) key Electronic
Keyboard by CASIO. 2nd Prize: G.E. Personal Stereo Cassette
Plaver. 3rd Prize: Pocket Camera.
Be sure to use The American Express* Card
when you dine at Bennigan's.

rn

Don't leave home without it.

# CONTINENTAL
Low fares and full service when you
need it — every day.

XHILTON
Your weekend home away from home.

CASIO
Electronic Keyboard with pre-set
sounds and rhythms.
jCjSk Personal Stereo Cassette
^5^ Player with Headphones.

Visit our area campus location at:

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY PARTY * WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19

ONE FREE BAR DRINK OR DRAFT OR SOFT DRINK
GOOD FROM 7-8 PM NIGHTLY
(Limit one per customen
' Summers on the Beach • 219 S. Atlantic Blvd. • Ft Lauderdale. Florida • (305| 462-8978
(Located Vi block north of Las Olas Blvd. on At A)
! FLORIDA DRINKING LAW: You must be born on or before June 30, 1966
to legally purchase alcoholic beverages In Florida.

SPRING BREAK '86

On Haywood Rd.,
across from Haywood Mall 297-5004

IENNJGANI
When you're hungry for fun.'

No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited. Must be 18 or older and need not be present Monday. March 17th at 10:00 p.m
to win. Other restrictions apply. See official rules for details.
c 1986 s & A Restaurant Corp
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Literary journal
to publish soon
by Jim Hennessey
interim assistant news editor
The Chronicle literary magazine, which was denied funding
for the 1985-86 school year by
University officials, will publish
one issue, due out after spring
break.
"We will publish soon after
break," said Gwen Knighton,
Chronicle editor in chief. "The
magazine will have 36 pages and
a color cover.
"The issue will have some of
the finest poetry ever written.
There is a funny story about two
pizza delivery men and a look at
modern witchcraft," Knighton
said.
"One of the most interesting
features is a survey we conducted. We took questions from
a similar study done in 1969 and
re-polled people, and compared
the results on political and
personal ideas then and now,"
she said.
The Chronicle was organized as
the first media on campus in 1896.
It was declared defunct in 1928.
It was reinstated in 1959 as an
adjunct to The Tiger, and in 1960
received University funding.
The Chronicle was then printed
in magazine format and was developed into a variety publication
including feature articles, art,
photography, and literary work.
The Student Senate officially
derecognized the magazine in
1983, citing lack of student
interest as the reason. In the
spring of 1985, the group was
recognized as a non-funded
organization by the senate.
"A year ago we asked the
University for funding and they
said they couldn't afford it," said

Mike Lusk, Chronicle business
manager. "We worked very
closely with the office of student
life, and the Media Board over
the summer and they gave us a
Christmas deadline to organize a
staff and then apply for funding.
"We got together a staff [about
15 people according to Knighton],
but at Christmas we still didn't
have funding," Lusk said.
"When we returned from break,
Kirk Brague of the Media Board
reported to us that funding was
found for one small issue. That
put us in motion.
"We agreed to a printing
contract with Martin Printing in
Easley and we'll be laying out
the magazine next week," he
said.
"We've had a few problems
with submissions for the magazine," Knighton said. "We had a
lot of color artwork but we didn't
have the budget to do color printing, and we were really short on
black and white work."
"The publishing of this issue
does not mean we are automatically reinstated to Media Board
or are assured of funding," Lusk
said.
"After the issue comes out we
will be reapplying for recognition
by the senate and by Media
Board," Lusk said. "We would
like to receive money to do four
quarterly issues next year. Right
now we are assured of funding
for at least two, possibly three,
issues in 1986-87."
According to Lusk, after publication of the spring issue, The
Chronicle is considering publishing a small literary review in conjunction with the Calhoun
Literary Society and the English
Honor Society.
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MAZZIO'S
ORIGINAL STYLE PIZZA

MAZZIO'S
ORIGINAL STYLE PIZZA

$2 OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA
or $1 OFF ANY MEDIUM PIZZA

$2 OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA
or $1 OFF ANY MEDIUM PIZZA

Redeem this coupon lor $2 off any large or $1 oil
any medium Mazzio's Original Style Pizza.

Redeem this coupon tor $2 off any large or $1 off
any medium Mazzio's Original Style Pizza.

Oiler expires 6/30/86

Offer expires 6/30/86

T

T

. J I—

Heads Up
«"•"

i *20 ) OSJ
LOOK & FEEL SENSATIONAL!
AT SENSATIONAL PRICES!
t Appointments Welcome.
But Not Necessary!

CLEMSON CENTER

154-8829

HWV. 76
(Opposite Garrett's)

Foothills Gallery of Homes
Hwy. 123 • P.O. Box 111
Clemson, SC 29633

Now leasing apartments for summer and fall 1986.
A location to suit every need.
Furnished and Unfurnished Two- and Three-Bedrooms Available.
• 99 Wyatt
• Clemson Court I and II
• Spring Apartments
• Shorecrest
• Lakecrest
• Oak Court
Also individual houses and duplexes
CALL TODAY — 654-6065
Evenings until 9-654-9660

Monday-Friday 9:00-5:00
Saturday 9:00-2:00
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Tennie Farmer

Renu Lasker

Wendy Schaffer

Angela Shedd

Deborah Sim

Outstanding women honored for achievements
As part of Women's History
Week, the College of Liberal
Arts' Women's History Committee has recognized the accomplishments of five women for
their contributions to the
University.
The women were honored in
four categories: Outstanding
Faculty Woman; Outstanding
Staff Woman; Outstanding
Graduate Woman; and Outstanding Undergraduate Woman.
Professor Renu Laskar of the
mathematics department was
chosen as the Outstanding Faculty Woman. Lasker, who has
been at Clemson since 1968, has
written more than 55 research
papers on the subject of graph
theory and has become estab-

lished as a nationally and internationally known expert on the
topic.
She has published with mathematician Paul Erdos and has
taught at the University of Paris.
She received her Master's from
the University of Bihar in India
and her doctorate from the University of Illinois.
Laskar has had several grants
and fellowships, among them a
Fulbright Travel grant and a National Science Foundation Grant
for $444,000.
Mrs. Tennie Farmer was this
year's Outstanding Staff Woman. An employee of the University for the past 20 years, she
now holds the position of administrative specialist in the hor-

ticulture department.
Wendy Schaffer, a physics major, was this year's Outstanding
Undergraduate Woman. Schaffer
is a senior and has a 4.0 GPR. She
has been awarded the L.D. Sophomore Award in physics and has
twice been awarded the Timmerman and Hardin Scholarship.
She is active in the Calhoun
Honors College, the Society of
Physics Students, and has been a
representative to the College of
Sciences Curriculum Committee.
Her publication's include: "Conclusions Concerning the
Themopower of NiSe3,"
American Physical Society; Conclusions Concerning the Thermopower of 3," Southern Section
of the American Physical Society.

In one category, Outstanding
Graduate Woman, the committee
came to a standstill as two
women, in separate fields,
created a split decision. The committee felt that both women,
Angela Shedd and Deborah Sim,
should be recognized.
Shedd, currently enrolled in a
master's program in the environmental systems engineering department, was a chemical engineering student at Mississippi
State University. She graduated
summa cum laude from MSU in
1985.
After earning her Ph.D. Shedd
hopes to enter academia and
teach waste awareness, environmental protection, and environmental control.

Sim, a master's student in the
department of visual arts and
history in the College of Architecture, received her B.A. from
West Virginina University.
Sim was recognized as the
Outstanding Graduate Student
in Visual Arts for 1985-86. She
has also received a deduction in
university fees. She serves on the
selection committee for the annual student/faculty art show.
All five women were honored
Monday evening in a ceremony
in Lee Hall Auditorium. This was
the second year that the College
of Liberal Arts' Women's History Week Committee has recognized the accomplishments of
Clemson's women.

$

100,000 endowment
aids scholarship funds
A first-of-its-kind program for
the University has resulted in a
$100,000 boost for the school's
scholarship endowment.
Clemson alumni employed by
or retired from Sonoco Products
Co. in Hartsville presented the
school a $100,000 check to
establish the Clemson/Sonoco
Scholars Program, which will
fund scholarships for students in
management and engineering
disciplines.
The check represents $50,000
raised by the alumni through
their own, in-house efforts and
doubled by Sonoco through its
matching gifts program.
"This is the first alumni/corporate, in-house campaign ever
conducted for Clemson University," says Jeff McNeill, assistant vice president for develop-

ment at Clemson. "Its success is
important not only because of
the money raised through it, but
also because we hope it will spur
similar programs in other companies."
Jim McGee, vice president for
Sonoco's international division
and a 1953 Clemson graduate, says
the fund-raising drive, called
"Partnership in Excellence,"
began in the fall of 1985.
'There are about 100 Sonoco
employees and retirees who are
Clemson alumni," McGee says.
"We're proud of our company
and of the University, and we
decided to do something to draw
attention and recognition to the
partnership they share in South
Carolina's economic development and success.

HEAD OF TIME

Layitontheline,

HAIR DESIGNS
is celebrating
our 4th anniversary!
To show our thanks
for your patronage
C'f you can pop a balloon
to get an anniversary
discount.
March 7-8 only.

654-5180

Univ. Sq. Mall
(beside Hardee's)

Hours: M-F 10-6
Sat. 9-1

Ask any Navy pilot. It doesn't
come any more thrilling than
this. Landing an F-14 on the
rolling deck of a carrier at sea
is a challenge that tests the
skills of the best.
Navy flight training.
Navigation. Aerodynamics.
It's the best you can get. But
along with the airborne thrills,

Navy pilots and flight officers
get down-to-earth skills.
There is no boot camp.
College graduates get leadership and management training
at Aviation Officer Candidate
School. It's challenge and
responsibility. The satisfaction
of knowing you're with a
topflight team.

You can't beat the rewards
either. An excellent starting
salary. Unexcelled benefits.
And opportunities to move up
fast.
Lead the Adventure as a
Navy pilot or flight officer. And
let your pride fly high. Contact
your Navy Officer Recruiter or
call 1-800-327-NAVY.

NAVY^ OFFICER.
LEAD THE ADVENTURE.
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Attention Students
You can still get CHEAP air
fares home or to Florida
for Spring Break.
Seats are going FAST.
Call us today
654-6125
654-8440

SMALL W® R LD TRAVEL
Play ball!

Tiger catcher Bert Heffernan presents the game ball to Walter Cox at Friday's
home opener. Cox threw out the first pitch to kick off the Tigers' home season.

Superdance marathon begins Friday
by Melissa McCown
staff writer
The 1986 Muscular Dystrophy
Association Superdance, sponsored by WCKN, Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity, and Delta
Delta Delta sorority, will be held
tonight at the National Guard
Armory.
The 20-hours dance marathon
benefitting kids with muscular
dystrophy begins at 7 p.m. and
ends Saturday at 3 p.m.
Anyone is eligible to sign up for
the dance marathon and collect
pledges. Prizes will be awarded to

Ticket prices
to increase
The athletic department is
recommending that ticket prices
for the Clemson-South Carolina
football game be raised $3—but
with the money not going to an
academic fund as. suggested
earlier.
The Student Senate voted on
Feb. 17 to recommend to the
athletic department a $1 or $2 increase in the ticket price.
The athletic department instead wants to continue to channel 10 percent television of post
season play and revenues from
football and basketball into a
University Athletic Academic Endowment.
The 10 percent plan of revenue
says Athletic Director Bobby
Robinson, "will be better than a
surcharge, because the surcharge
is only bi-yearly but this is
yearly." The athletic department
has recommended the $15 to $18
increase to the University
Athletic council and the University administation.
The reason for the increase on
the ticket is it is comparable
right now with other markets
said Robinson. Other home
games' tickets will be $15.

groups and individuals who collect the most moeny. For a group,
first prize is a color television, and
second prize is a VCR. For individuals first prize is $250, and
second prize is $150.
"If you can't dance in the
Superdance, you can still contribute to MDA," said Ed
Alexander, entertainment cochairman for the Superdance.
'Pikas and Tri-Delts will be selling donuts in the community
Saturday morning, and Friday
night there is a $1 admission
charge to the dance.
On Friday, the WCKN DJ will

CENTRAL
SPIRIT

be there, and "Aspen," a band
from Spartanburg, will play from
7:30 to 10:30 p.m. Also, there will
be a lip-sync contest at 11 p.m."
Anyone interested in participating in the lip-sync contest can
contact Stuart Pinholster or Ed
Alexander, at 656-2150, or at the
Superdance prior to the contest.
Students should provide their
music and props.
The band "Chaser," from
Clemson, will perform Saturday,
from 12:30 to 3:30 p.m.
Food and soft drinks will be on
sale, with proceeds going to
MDA.

TIGER RAGS
LIFESTYLE CLOTHING

300 College Avenue
Clemson, S.C. 29631
(803) 654-9500

INTERVIEWS
All committees open . .
Interviews: March 10,11 and 12
Sign up in Student Gov't.

Pre-season Sale
All Swimwear

2597b to 35% off regular price

A<kOM>LI$
PIZZERIA

[FEES saaaSiaff alf IDaaff as- (Sa&a
WITH A NY LA RGE PIZZA, DINE IN

Offer extended to
March 15

r ILaiFg© ©ff@©& SallexG -i
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<%first; topping FREE
■A
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FRST FREE DELIUERV

654-5008
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Elections
continued from page one
"The run-off is very similar to
the general election. The only difference are that the candidates
will be allowed to spend an additional $25 on campaigning, and
in the election itself a candidate
will need only a simple majority
to be declared the winner," he
said.
Nine candidates ran for eight

positions on trial court. The winners were Doug Stalnaker with
13.2 percent; Tammie Thompson
with 12.1 percent; David Parker
with 11.6 percent; Mike Goodrich
with 11.1 percent; Mike
Matthews with 10.7 percent;
Karen Gerome with 10.6 percent;
Jay Brackett with 10. 2 percent;
and Bryan Finch with 10.2 percent.

NOW OPEN

24

HOURS

THE BROTHERS'

Give a hoot.
Dont pollute.
Forest Service, U.S.D.A.

DELI-ARCADE

LEMANS APT.
Now leasing summer and fall.
Walking distance from campus .
located on Six Mile Road.
2-bedroom furnished
townhouse apartments
$275.00 per month
Call Mrs. Drennon any time
from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Phone 654-3497

"Take Time To See Me, Brother"
FREE DELIVERY! From 10 a.m. until 3 a.m.
654-7685
104 N. Clemson Ave.
Next to "The Study Hall"
Turkey w/Cheese
French Fries C0 7Q
Medium Coke
O
Reg. $4.75

SAVE 96C

2 -Ltrs. Diet R.C. 89$
Cheerwine

Free Whipped Cream
on All Cheesecake
This Week
Thanks,
Butch and Perfect

BREAKFAST MENU SERVED FROM MIDNIGHT TO 10:00 A.M.

ISAB
IPTAY STUDENT ADVISORY BOARD tft

v

1

ISAB JOINS THE STUDENT BODY
IN WELCOMING DR. AND MRS. MAX LENNON
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Center offers program
by Melissa McCown
staff writer
The University Counseling and
Career Services Center and the
Pickens County Commission on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse will
sponsor a group discussion, "Coping with Problem-Drinking
Parents," Tuesday from 7 to 9:30
p.m. at the Counseling and Career
Planning Center.
Fred Steele, counseling psychologist, and Cheryl Funderburke,
campus representative from the
Pickens County Commission on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse, will lead
the group. Besides confidential
group discussions, films designed
to help students deal with
problem-drinking parents will be
shown.

According to Steele, more than
28 million children in the United
States have at least one alcoholic
parent, and children of alcoholics
are at a higher risk of either becoming an alcoholic or marrying
one.
"The worst thing," Steele said,
"is that more than half of the
children with problem-drinking
parents never tell anyone about it.
"These children share a lot of
the same problems that they can
talk about together. They tend to
feel that they're different, and
they have difficulty having fun.
They have to guess at what 'normal family life' really is."
Steele said that the discussion
is being held before spring break
for those students who will be going home during the break.

BUTTONS Bv&ci^
feal estate

322 College Avenue, Clemson, S.C 29631

The BEST SELECTION in
quality furnished and unfurnished
rental units in Clemson

Student proposal to save money
TRW of Clemson expects to
save approximately $180,000 a
year by implementing a proposal
from engineering students at
Clemson University, says Gary
Lawson, the company's engineering manager.
The PARATEC (ParaProfessional Technical) project
work program gives industrial
engineering students the chance
to gain "hands on" experience in
their field while providing a
valuable service to private industry as well as public agencies.
"We enjoy working with the
students," says Lawson, "I can
utilize them in special projects
that I normally might not have
time for."
The special project that could
save TRW $180,000 a year was a
motion-time-measurement study
to find the most economical
method of Droduction.
Each year the University's industrial engineering department
asks industries participating in
the PARATEC program to sug-

gest projects that address signfi•ciant problems faced by the
firms," says program director
Curl TinHfnm*"""-

J.P. Stevens, TRW, Jacobs
Manufacturing, and Gulf States
Paper are a few of the firms in
this are that participate regularly in the program.
Lindenmeyer says projects are
chosen on the basis of educational value to the student and
potential value to the cooperating firm. Unless the project is
especially large, it is assigned to
one student who, upon completion of the project, must submit a
written report suggesting solutions to the proposed problem. In
many cases oral reports are also
required.
Usually from 60 to 75 students
participate in the program, which
was begun in 1977. The 1984-85
academic year proved to be especially productive, with 132
students participating, says
Lindenmeyer.

Walking Distance From Campus
SPECIAL
SPECIAL
Bring in your group of four and
sign up for one of our furnished
units for next year and receive
a BRAND NEW VCR
CALL TODAY 654-3311

9 ™-?-3Ssr

MO^O* Cnie and expei i*. O't Ofl6 1W^

J

Many residents of this area feel they
th have waited too long for
this important forward step in health care. But now it's here—the
Clemson Medical Specialty Center.

CfJSC
It brings to this community the knowledge and clinical experience
of widely known physicians from five major branches of modern
medicine. Now you and your family doctor are conveniently close
to specialized help whenever you need it.

Convenient location
Behind Lynch Drug Store
in Clemson Parking
entrance from
Keith Street.

In cooperation with:

HE *

EASLEY BAPTIST HOSPITAL

AUDIOLOGY
Robert M. Poland, M.A.
DERMATOLOGY
Sandra Lamberson, M.D.

HEAD & NECK
Robert C Waters, M.D.
R. Stewart Bauknight, M.D.

UROLOGY
John Lamberson, M.D.
William L. Lowrance, M.D.

OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY
John M. Warren, Jr., M.D.
James I. Rainey, M.D.
David A. Cook, M.D.

Suddenly, health care in Clemson is easier and better. You and your
doctor will want to make the most of it.

Clemson Medical Speciality Center
College Avenue at Keith • Clemson. SC By Appointment Only Office Hours: 8:30 AM-5:00 PM. Monday thru Friday
PHONE 654-4997
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Lennon—

continued from page one
University. He thinks that keeping in touch with the students
and hearing their ideas will
help insure the University's forward thrust.
Lennon stated that academics
are the most important aspect of
the University.
"Our mission is education,"
Lennon said. "If we didn't have
that function, we wouldn't exist."

Certain ethics and ideals must
be upheld at the University.
"Universities for good or bad, are
where we search for the truth,"
Lennon said. "We will be committed to integrity, openness,
and fairness."
Clemson's research program
will be relevant and aggressive
because major research in South
Carolina will attract economic
growth, according to Lennon.

the ***
tiger ^l^
sports shop
ea*
We have a swimsuit for you!
Full stock of new 1986
swimwear for ladies and men
• Sassafrass
• Speedo
• Too Hot Brazil
• LaBlanca
♦

110 COLLEGE

CLEMSON

•

654-8134

within the University is largely a
thing of the past. "This is a very
unified time," he said, "but,
because we are going through
transition, there will be some
conflict."
"I'm certain that because ol
our unified stance, we can deal
with any problems," Lennon
said. "It's going to be a lot of
fun being a part of such a great
institution."

"We will be very assertive and
take our ideas to the industrial
leaders of the state," Lennon
said. "South Carolina is known
nationally as a growth state."
He continued by saying utilization of technology, awareness of
social issues, and a global market
economic view are necessary ingredients of a successful research
program.
Lennon believes that conflict

fl/io*^
Remember spending most of your
adolescent years trying to look just
like everyone else in your class?
Keep that in mind when your
daughter chooses glasses. It's important to her to be accepted by her
peers—in fact, it's so important that
she will even sacrifice vision comfort
and neglect wearing her glasses if
they're not "just right"! That's why
we encourage you to allow our
eyewear consultants to assist your
daughter in choosing eyewear she's
proud to wear. We'll consult you in
advance about the price range you
can afford, and we'll show your child
frames within your budget. You can
be confident that we'll guide her
toward those frames that are most
attractive for her facial features, and
we'll supervise the fitting.
You don't have to be our patient to enjoy the
convenience oj our glasses dispensing department

THE VISION CENTERS
Drs. Bell, Watson & Jenkins, Optometrists
123 By-Pass 'The Commons' in Seneca * 882-3338
118-A College Avenue in Clemson • 654-7980
110 N Catherine Street in Walhalla • 638-9505
24-Hour Fee & Information Line • 882-9322
Copyright 1986 Griggs Associates. Inc. All Rights Reserved

Try Sportstick on us
and get a free gift too!
SPORTSTICK |
-

6541103 COLUMBO'S PIZZA
Clemson's Lowest Prices

THE ALL WEATHER LIP PBOTfC TOO

Sportstick is the new all weather lip protector that
goes on smooth without the waxy feeling of most
other lip balms and contains a fresh, natural
spearmint taste.
We're so sure you'll love Sportstick once you try it,
that we'll even pay for your first tube!
Simply send us your cash register receipt for
Sportstick from any REVCO Drug Store, along with
the coupon below, and we'll send you a FULL
REFUND.
If you respond by April 30,1986, we'll even send
you a FREE GIFT!* When we first introduced
Sportstick LIP PROTECTOR with a PABA
SUNBLOCK, we made up a limited number of
"Summer Survival '84" t-shirts, painter's hats,
flyers, tote bags and can holders. We'll send you
one of these as a special gift.

I
|
|
I

Got a FULL REFUND and a FREE
GIFT from Sportstick. Send your ivgislor receipt with this coupon to: FREE,
WAV. Wrigley Pharmaceutical. 441
Lexington Ave.. NY. NY 10017

I Please allow 4-6 weeks lor deliverv.
I Name
Address.
City

friievco

. State

Zip.

| T-shirt size
(Supplies are limited.
I so we cannot guarantee choice ol gilt)
I 2345679ABCDEF

DISCOUNT DRUG

'While supplies last. Offer expires June 30. 1986. One refund offer per household

Located corner of 93 and 123 next to Phillips 66 Station
FAST . . . FREE . . . DELIVERY

• FREE 16-oz. Coke with any Footlong Sandwich
• 20" Party Pizza one topping and 2-ltr. Coke $9.98
• Large three-topping Pizza and 2-liter
Coke or Diet Coke for $9.90 plus tax
(thick crust may be substituted as a topping)

• Any Large Pizza
Any Medium Pizza
Any Small Pizza

Receive one 2-ltr. Coke
2 16-oz. Cokes
116-oz. Coke

OR
USE ANY COMPETITOR'S COUPON!
WE WILL ACCEPT ANY LOCAL OFF-CAMPUS
DEAL INCLUDING DINE-IN SPECIALS.
Note: We cannot deliver dine-in or.carry-out specials.
Expired coupons not accepted.
To receive credit you must tell phone person which coupon you are using.
Expires: May 31, 1986
Not valid with other specials
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Engineering program provides local government with assistance
A new service to provide local
governments with assistance and
information on street and
highway planning, design, construction and maintenance has
been established at Clemson
University.
The S.C. Transportation Technology Transfer Service, funded
by the Federal Highway Administration and the S.C. Depart-

ment of Highways and Public
Transportation, will be headquartered in the civil engineering
department.
The service began operations
March 1.
The idea is to provide a central
location where local officials can
get current information on highway paving materials, construction methods, maintenance pro-

cedures and management techniques developed by federal and
state agencies. The service also
can provide educational and
training programs for local
government transportation
agency employees when needed.
"We'll utilize our faculty expertise as well," says Don
Stafford, civil engineering

associate professor. "Their
research interests include the
areas of traffic engineering,
highway safety, pavement
design, higway materials and
pavement maintenance techniques. A faculty member from
S.C. State College who is an expert in public transportation programs also will be involved, and

faculty members at other state
universities also will have an
opportunity to participate in the
program."
Stafford says the service can
help local governments get more
for their street and highway budget dollars and prevent them
from making expensive mistakes.

FAMILY HAIRCUTTERS
Walk-ins 654-1902
123 Bypass
welcomed CALL FOR APPOINTMENT Rogers Plaza
PRICES GOOD WITH COUPON ONLY!

PRECISION
PROFESSIONAL
Boc,
CUTS
I
y Waves & Perms

7.95 &UP 129.95
(includes: shampoo & style) |

EXPIRES 3-19-86

& up

(inc|udes: cut & style)

Qet a close-up look at a top-notch collection of
shots. These supercharged photos represent the
very best of the Kodak International newspaper
Snapshot Awards. To top it off, the winning
photographers weren't big shots. They were
amateurs... people who used imagination,
emotion, and Kodak film.
From the quiet beauty of nature to a colorful
celebration of life. Top Shots will show you a
new world of picture-taking possibilities.

EXPIRES 3-19-86

SPRING BREAK '86
T-SHIRTS
• ON SALE MARCH 10-14 IN FRONT *
OF HARCOMBE AND SCHILLETER
BY THE SOCIETY FOR
ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT
Back

Catch Top Shots now at:

March 3 through 7
Loggia Art Gallery
Sponsored by University Union

Prizewinning photos
presented by Kodak

Kodak film.
Because time goes by.
) 1985 Eastman Kodak Company

WEIL PAY YOU TO GET INTO
SHAPE THIS SUMMER.

Depends*
Graphics
654-4599
'T-SHIRT SCREEN PRINTING^
'QUALITY PRODUCTS
♦QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
«*»

nilYOUN€€D 1/flN ID€fl...
W€ /UPPLV TH€ R€/T!
/OS GoUeXfe Aue..

Iboum/owtt ClemAo*.

If you have at least
two years of college left,
you can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp this summer and earn
approximately $600.
And if you Qualify, you
can enter the RuTC 2Year Program this fall and
receive up to $ 1,000 a year.
But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That's when you receive
an officer's.commission.
So get your body in
shape (not to mention your
bank account).
Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact you? Professor of
Military Science.

ARMY ROTC
BEALLYOUCANBE.
FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION: CALL OR
COME BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY
SCIENCE LOCATED UNDER
HARCOMBE DINING HALL
NEXT TO THE UNIVERSITY
POST OFFICE PHONE:
656-3107 OR 666-3108.
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MONDAY IS DOLLAR DAY
12 NOON TO 12 MIDNIGHT
BUY 1-10 "PIZZA YOUR CHOICE
GET 2nd 10" PIZZA SAME VALUE YOUR CHOICE
FOR $1 DOLLAR
DINE IN-FAST,

FREE, HOT

DELIVERY-TAKEOUT

$3.50 Minimum Order on Campus—$6.00 Minimum Order in Delivery Area

EXPIRES

COMPARE TO ALL - THEN GIVE US A CALL 654-6990 AS CLOSE AS YOUR PHONE

4/2/86

TUESDAY IS LASAGNA DINNER DAY
DINE IN — 12 NOON 'TIL 9 PM — CARRY OUT
FAST FREE DELIVERY
LASAGNA + TOSSED SALAD + GARLIC BREAD + ICED TEA
YOaDif

EXPIRES 4/3/86

WEDNESDAY SUPER SAVER
MEDIUM 14" PIZZA WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS

PLUS

2ICECOLD

$5.99 EVEN

- .DIAL 654-6990- -

EXPIRES 4/4/86

THURSDAY IS FREE QUART COKE DAY
1 Free With Any Foot-Long Sandwich
1 Free With Any 10" Pizza

3 Free With Any 16" Pizza

2 Free With Any 14" Pizza

4 Free With Any 20" Pizza
EXPIRES 4/5/86

— WEEKEND SPECIAL —
20" PARTY PIZZA WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Him, Ground Beel, Green Peppers, Canadian Bacon, Black Olives, Green Olives, Sausage, Onions, Anchovies, Xtra Thick Crust.

AND 4 ICE-COLD COKES
GOOD FRI.-SAT.-SUN. THRU MARCH

ONLY
DINE IN

$9.99
TAKE OUT

FAST, FREE, HOT DELIVERY

EXPIRES 4/7/86

DINE IN
CARRY OUT
FAST, FREE, HOT DELIVERY
$3.50 Minimum Order on Campus—$6.00 Minimum Order in Delivery Area

I

DIAL 654-6990
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Hate
continued from page 2
boggling topics on which to write. But, regardless of my efforts to stay away from
"featurizing" my column idea, I always
slip back into the habit of twisting my
"newsy" idea into a "feature" idea.
I finally gave up trying to do what people told me to do and how they told me to
do it. Not that the ideas suggested
weren't good, they just weren't me.

Another thing I hate doing is taking required courses that seem to be completely
useless to the naked eye. After a thorough
examination of the course, though, a few
scraps of purposefulness appear. My
Spanish course seems to fall under the
"why do I need this?" category.
As an English major, I am required to
take six semesters of a foreign language.
After struggling through two and a half

of French, I decided to try my hand at
Spanish. This meant giving up the French
credit that went toward my foreign language requirement and completely start
over in Spanish.
I have nothing against Spanish (or
French for that matter), but any language
other than my native English escapes me.
I'm just not foreign-language oriented.
(Sorry Dr. Whitmire); I know you and

Suanne are trying to help me. Thanks.)
Life is full of not wanting to do things.
After staying up late writing this column,
I know that I'm not going to want to do
anything but sleep when I finish. I think
they call stuff like staying awake after an
all-nighter a character builder. I should
have plenty of character by now.
Oh well, as the French would say, c'est
la vie.

Arnold Air Society to hold spring art auction
Angel Flight, a service organization, and Arnold Air Society, an
honorary Air Force ROTC organization, are sponsoring an art auction on April 6, at the Ramada
Inn.
All proceeds will go to Helping
Hands in the Pickens, Oconee,

and Anderson areas. Helping
Hands is an emergency shelter for
abused children.
The art that will be auctioned
off is being donated by the leading artists in the area. Most
pieces are prints or paintings, and
have been framed. Art donations

will be accepted until the time of
the auction.
Many patrons have also been
secured to help defer the costs
that are arising from the fundraiser. These patrons are providing goods, services, or are

making money donations. Some
of this money will help pay for the
three prizes of $150 that will be
awarded to the three artists.
These paintings will be chosen by
the president of Helping Hands, a
guest patron, and the auctioneer.

Anyone who is interested in donating anything can contact the
detachment at 656-3254. All donations are tax deductible. The
public is cordially invited to attend the Art Auction on April 6th
at 3:30 p.m.

Join The Tiger news staff today !!!!!
Call 4006 for more information.
ra

3
A

LIFEGUARDS

¥

Apply now for summer employment
Call or Write:
SwimAtlanta Pool Management
795 Old Poswell Road
Roswell, Georgia 30076

ft

f

¥
¥

992-8818

a EXCELLENT WAGES and INCENTIVES H
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Hist /ittrra/nf stml/i Carolina
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|f you're f hen you
could
getting a
qualify
degree
for
in
Any area and will have at
least 4 courses in biology

„.._.«,»•
Fishenes Extension

Any area and have 6 months
of experience in carpentry,
welding, mechanics, plumbing
or electricity

mLLiLm
Ifocational Training

Any area and will have at least
6 courses in biology, chemistry,
physics or math

!£ie™F or
Teaching

Any area and have 2 years of

farrning experience

.

naUl

Pw*AMCj„„

Agriculture Extension

Any area and will have at least
Spanish Literacy
2 years of college-level Spanish ... Extension
If you're getting a degree this spring or summer, then you could qualify for"*** *****
oppTuniL in on. rf 60 counts overseas with the U.S. Peace Corps. Applications m mm
being accepted.
note: Kany programs asK for specific degrees and backgrounds™* listed here. ChecK with a Peace
™s relative for a complete description of openings, opportunities and benefits.
Wednesday. 3/26: Information Table
University Center Lobby 9-4:30
Thursday. 3/27: Interviews-Sign Up Plow!
Placement Office 8-5
For More Information Call:

Totally FREE Checking
for Tigers!
The First is offering Tiger students a new
and exciting checking program. And it's
totally FREE!
• No minimum balance requirements
• No service charges
• Unlimited check writing
• We'll even buy back your old
bank's checks!
You won't find a more affordable
checking plan anywhere. It's totally FREE!
BONUS!
As a bonus for opening a Totally FREE
Checking account, The First is offering two
Account-Starter Kits. Just choose the
package you prefer.
1) Traditional Account-Starter
Kit (FREE!)
• First Class Checkbook Cover
• First Class Teller 24-Hour
Banking Card

2) Custom-Designed Tiger AccountStarter Kit ($5)
• 100 Custom-Designed Tiger Checks
• Tiger Checkbook Cover
• Custom-Designed Tiger 24-Hour
Banking Card
To open your Totally FREE Checking
account, just stop by one of our
conveniently located offices in Clemson.
It's the least expensive way to handle your
finances.. .and support the Tigers!

thehmt
We make banking simple:

656-2004 or I -800-241 3862
CLEMSON: 207 College Ave. 654-5574 . 1013Tiger Blvd .654-5574.SENECA: 1007W 123-Bypass. 882-1925

U.S. Peace Corps

ESEK?

"The touqhest job you'll ever love"
-

**^

DET1
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Campus Bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Volunteers are needed to teach crafts to
teenage residents of the Helping Hands
Home, especially on weekends. If interested, please call Jean Tulli in the evenings at 639-6733.
President Max Lennon will be speaking
before the International Business Club
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Student
Senate Chambers. Everyone is welcome
to attend.

CRUISESHIPS: AIRLINES, HIRING! Summer, Career, Overseas! Call for
Guide, Cassette, Newsservice! (916)
944-4444, ext. 25.
Pregnant? Confused and need a friend?
We at Clemson Fellowship Church care
about you and your child. For more information call 654-9106 or 654-9627.
PROTECT your stereo, tv and computer from lightning storms with a Surge
Protector. Only $9 prepaid while supplies
last (which includes tax and shipping!)
Write to Surge Protector, Consulting
Leonhards, P.O. Box 581, Clemson, S.C.
29631.

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc. is
sponsoring its second annual Lip Sync
Contest on April 4 in Edgar's. Prizes will
be awarded. For more information about
entry requirements, contact Stefani
Baker at 656-6220 or Gail Holmes at
656-6432.

79 Honda Prelude, good condition, good
stereo SYS, AC, 5 speed, dark red. Call
656-4700 or 226-3962 after 5:30 p.m.

There will be a MFA thesis exhibtion of
art in the Lee Hall Gallery on March 24
through April 11. A reception will be held
March 24 at 9 p.m. and refreshments will
be served. Everyone is welcome.

THE CLEMSON TYPING SERVICEoffering professional wordprocessing to
faculty and students. Reasonable rates
and tailored to fit your needs. Call
654-8124 after 5:30 p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS
COLLEGE REP WANTED to
distribute "Student Rates" subscription
cards at this campus. Good income. For
information and application write to:
COLLEGIATE MARKETING SERVICES, 251 Glenwood Dr. Mooresville, NC
28115.
Call Mrs. Drennon at 654-3497 for two
townhouse apartments near campus.

Campus West condo for rent. Two bedrooms, kitchen, living, 2V2 baths, two
porches. Fully furnished. Call (404)
765-9000 ext. 750.

new Campus Copy Shop & Typing Service. Fast, accurate, quaranteed, and
reasonable prices. One-day service on
most projects. 306 College Avenue,
654-3383.
Professional Typing Service—offering
great prices on word processing and typing to students and faculty. Resumes and
cover letters, term papers, college forms,
etc. All resumes will be permanently
stored for you availability. Most will be
done on a next-day basis. Call 656-6906.
We are looking for four motivated
students with good self image who want
to earn an extra $500 a month in commission type sales. For an interview call
Thompson Enterprises at 868-9943.
OVERSEAS JOBS . . . Summer, year
round. Europe, S. America, Australia,
Asia. All fields. $900-2,000 month.
Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC, P.O.
Box 52-SC-l Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
PERSONALS

AIRLINE HIRING BOOM! $14$39,000! Stewardesses, Reservationists!
Call for Guide, Cassette, Newservice (916)
944.4444 XUW25.

Really, it's not a game. I am sorry for
the problem. I need to know when are we
going to talk this out. I miss our late
night (2:00 a.m.) chats. Is there still a
chance to wear black. Let me know.
Devoted staffer, thanks for the Spanish
help. You make studying and study
breaks fun! Love Boss.

Typing Service—College interview
forms, terms papers, etc. At Clemson's

Boss, Yo tengo ganas de ti. Devoted
staff writer.

Happy Birthday, Felicia Wilmore!
Remember the message ... "Don't Stop."
(smile) TMB.
To John Etta, I'm getting there, slowly,
but surely. Guilty.
To Sabby, don't worry. See them nevermore. Friendly one too friendly.
To the Beautiful Ones, the Seduction
747 leaves for Erotic City at exactly 9:30
p.m. Arrival time is up to you . . .
PuPripnlce.
"Or do you not know that the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of
God? Do not be deceived; neighter fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor
effeminate, nor homosexuals, thieves, nor
the covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers,
nor swinders, shall inherit the kingdom of
God." I. Corinthians 6:9, 10.
"If we confess our sins, He is faithful
and righteous to forgive us our sins and to
cleanse us from all unrighteousness." I
John 1:19 (Clemson Christian Fellowship).
Alicia, get mom to bake me some butterscotch brownies.
Happy Birthday to our pledge Ginger.
Love Kappa Tau Chapter, Delta Sigma Pi.
Phi Delts—20 days and counting until
Spring for Sight. We are going to have a
blast. Are you ready? We are—Delta
Gamma.

Free
access
... to information from
the Federal government is
available to you at more
than 1,380 Depository Libraries across the country.
You can visit any of these
libraries and use the Depository collection free of
charge. To find the Federal
Depository in your area,
contact your local library
or write to the Federal
Depository Library
Program, Office of the
Public Printer, Washington,
DC 20401.

The Federal
Depository
Library
Program

Press here for a great
data processing career.
The right time.The right place.
State Farm is hiring.
If you're a senior with a data
processing, computer science or
math background, there may be
a very special career opportunity
waiting for you in one of the
largest corporate data processing facilities in the country.
There are actuarial and auditing jobs open, too.

Blue Chip. Green light. State
Farm is one of America's leading
insurance companies. Through
innovative marketing and a proud
service tradition it has become
the nation's leading auto and
homeowner's insurer, and one of
the top life insurance companies
in the country.
You'll receive expert training.
You'll work on state-of-the-art

data processing equipment. You'll
go as far and as fast as you can.
You couldn't have a more solid
base to build a career on.
Contact your campus
Placement Director about
State Farm today.
Or visit the State Farm Recruiter. Our representative will
be on campus
3-12-86

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES. Home Offices: Bloomingron, Illinois An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Miss Clemson University

Queen'elated but content'
by Kelly Winters
staff writer
A new Miss Clemson University
was crowned Monday night. She
is 21-year-old Patricia Merritt
Sanders from Anderson. A senior
in graphic communications who
will graduate next May, Merritt
said she is "still in shock" about
her win.
"I couldn't believe it," she
recalled. "I wanted them to
repeat my name so that I could
be sure it was all true. I felt
elated but very, very content."
In addition to the joy she
received from winning, Merritt
received a $500 scholarship
award, a plaque, and a spot in the
Miss South Carolina Pageant, a
preliminary to the Miss America
Pageant.
Merritt said that she is very
excited about participating with
approximately 50 other girls in
the pageant, to be held in Greenville in July.
"State level Miss America

Merritt Sanders

representatives will help me
prepare for it, and I'll have a
coach and a business manager."
Merritt's talent for the Clemson pageant was a jazz tap routine done to the song "Dance."
She has been dancing for 13
years and all that training paid
off in an unusual way at the
pageant.
"When I got out on the stage
to do the number, I totally forgot
my dance. My mind just went
blank, so I made up the whole
thing!"
Merritt said that ail she could
see was her dance teacher's face
of disbelief, but she managed to
get through it, with no one knowing but herself and her teacher.
Merritt has been in several
other pageants: Miss Sun Fun/
Bikini Wahini in 1984, Miss
Anderson the same year, and last
year's Miss Clemson pageant, in
which she was second runner-up.
She will be unable to contend
in any others for the next year
because as Miss Clemson she will

have her hands full, representing
the University and promoting
the Miss America program here
on campus, something she
is looking forward to doing
Besides being the new Miss
Clemson, Merritt is a member of
Kappa Delta sorority, Fellowship
of Christian Athletes, and a frequent volunteer for Special
Olympics.
As hobbies she enjoys dancing,
shopping, and planting herself in
front of a television for Days of
our Lives.
Merritt said she doesn't think
her being the new Miss Clemson
will sink in for a while. In the
meantime, she is proud to be
representing Clemson.
"I think Mortar Board and
Andra [Gee, the pageant chairman] should be commended for
how excellent the pageant was.
I'm glad I was a part of it and I
am honored to be representing
Clemson. That means more to me
than anything else."

Forestry Club plants trees in depleted area
by Lisa Hammond
staff writer
The Society of American Foresters
(S.A.F.) is a national organization with
over 21,000 members. The University student chapter of S.A.F. meets once a
month, every other Tuesday, at 7:30 p.m.
in the Club Room of Lehotsky Hall.
The national society represents all
segments of the forestry profession in the
United States, including public and
private practitioners, researchers, administrators, educators, and forestry
students. Russell Hubright, chairman of
the S.A.F. chapter at the University, said,
"The chapter of S.A.F. at the University
is open to all students in forestry or
related fields."
Last month, the chapter organized a
project of major importance to the
forestry industry. According to chairman
Russell Hubright, a study was conducted

by the U.S. Forestry Service which indicated that "a lot more trees were being
cut than planted, and resources were being depleted." So, with the help of State
Forester Dale Mason of Pickens, two
landowners were located who could not
afford to replant their land.
The State of South Carolina supplied
the trees, and the University chapter of
S.A.F. supplied the time and hard work.
Hubright said, "On four different occasions for a total of thirty hours, members
planted trees on approximately ten acres
of pasture land."
The trees that were planted will be
allowed to grow for at least 25 years, at
which time they can be used for timber or
pulpwood.
Every year the chapter attends the
Regional Division meeting of the Appalachian Society of the S.A.F. This
meeting is held for chapters in South

Carolina, North Carolina, and Virginia.
This year, the regional meeting was held
in Raleigh, N.C.
At the meeting, chapter members attended student forums on interviewing
techniques and resume writing. Hubright
said, "These meetings also give members
the opportunity to meet with potential
employers from government and industry."
The University chapter was able to attend this regional meeting through the
contributions of the Forest Department,
the State Division of Forestry, and the
Forestry Alumni Council.
Next October, the chapter hopes to attend the National Convention of S.A.F.
held in Birmingham, Ala. There, members
will have the opportunity to meet with
members of S.A.F. from all over the
United States.
Members of the chapter pay an annual
fee of $16 to the national office. In turn,

members receive a monthly magazine
from the national office entitled The
Journal of Forestry. Hubright said,
"Originally the magazine focused on
highly technical research articles, but the
trend now is towards more practical subjects concerning the forestry industry as
a whole."
At the monthly meetings, the members
often hear speakers from the forestry industry. They also have the opportunity to
hear talks ranging from interviewing to
the history of Clemson Forest.
The chapters officers are Russell
Hubright, Chairman; Daniel Strobel, Vice
Chairman; and Bill Steele, SecretaryTreasurer. The advisor for the group is
Dr. Roy Hedden, professor of forestry.
For more information about the S.A.F.
chapter, at the University, contact Bill
Steele at 4361 or Russell Hubright at
6465.

What's a Rambl-last Laughter valuable health tool
by Becky Campbell
Faculty, College of Nursing

Dr. Zenon and I were talking
the other day and we realized
that this was my last week as features editor. I asked him if he
could help me write my last
Ramble.

The ability to laugh is one of
the most valuable health tools
humans possess.

RAMBLIN"

Living

Hugh Gray

Well

Features Editor
"Well," he said, "I don't know.
Give me some ideas."
"I was thinkin' about doing a
bunch of little things that I had
wanted to do all year—spell
features 'f-e-e-c-h-u-r-e-s' and column 'k-o-l-l-u-m' or just leave the
whole space blank for personal
meditation.
"Or I could say how I never intended to 'bust' on anyone. I
didn't have any opinions to state
either. I just wanted to have
some fun and maybe spread a httle, too.
"I could say how much I enjoyed working with this staff. I
learned to respect them as well as
like them.
"Some of the things we did
together I know I won't forget—
the trip to Atlanta, the trip to
Dallas (no one admitted it but we
held our breath for the whole
flight out and back), and the time
we were gonna go on a road trip
to Greenville after paste-up and
landed in the Upper State Fair.
"One thing I want people to
know is how much I appreciated

it when someone would come up
and say 'Hey, I read your column.' That made the staying up
all night and screwing up the
mid-terms worthwhile. It made
me feel like I did something that
was special.
"I guess I just want to say how
much I've learned and grown and
how great the last year has been
to me ... so, do you think you can
help me out?"
"Well, I can't really help you
here," said Dr. Z. "But if you
ever need a hand at brain
surgery.
"The only thing for me to do
then is to say . . . 'Thanks,
everybody!'

Laughter is often an indication
of mental and physical wellbeing. It shows that we are able
to forget, at least for a while,
some of the stresses of everyday
living. Studies have shown that a
cheerful person is more likely to
live longer than the typical
scrooge.
Laughter should not be limited
to children—all age groups can
benefit. People like being in the
presence of others who laugh.
Children need to see their
parents laugh. It is well known
that children often take emotional cues from their parents.
Laughter is one of the easiest
ways a parent can communicate
good feelings to a child.
Laughter relaxes the nervous
system. As the diaphragm moves
up and down vigorously, the
lungs empty more completely
than normal. After a good laugh,
a person is usually left with a
feeling of satisfaction and contentment.
Some people are gifted with a

never-ending sense of humor.
Others have to try a little harder.
Here are some suggestions for
bringing out laughter.
—Think about past situations
or events which made you laugh.
Try to recreate those events. For
example, if being with certain
people made you laugh, make a
special effort to get with the people again.
—Indulge yourself by reading
funny material or watching

funny movies or television programs.
—Listen to events or activities
that made others laugh. You
might enjoy similar things.
—Set aside a time at least once
a week for fun and relaxation. All
work and no play can only lead to
disaster.
When was the last time you
had a good laugh?
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The Tiger will hold
senior staff elections
Sunday at 1:30
Applications available room 906
University Union
Applications due Sunday at 1:00

All positions open.
business manager
editor in chief
associate
managing editor
business manager
assistant
managing editor
advertising manager
news editor
assistant advertisting
manager
assistant
news editor
circulation manager
sports editor
office manager
editorial editor
features editor
copy editor
head photographer
entertainment editor

Positions run from spring break
1986 to spring break 1987
No experience necessary.
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Entertainment
Cougar cries
every note, every chord. At the
end of the song, he said, "It's
awfully nice to be here in your
The stage was set for a rock 'n' small town this evening, too!"
He went straight into "Jack
roll hoedown in Littlejohn Coliseum Saturday night: John and Diane," pleasing the crowd
Cougar Mellencamp was in town by changing the word "Heartland" to "Southland." Mellenand ready to perform.
Camp's band backed his vocals
well, dropping back somewhat:
during the verse but playing allout during the chorus.
"Minutes to Memories" folWhen the house lights went
down, the arena first was drenched lowed, with Mellencamp stepwith the sound of Mellencamp's ping forward away from the band
grandmother singing "Grandma's to lend intimacy to the song durTheme," a short, catchy tune ing the verse. His straightforfrom the Depression era. At the ward approach led into a noend of the taped song, the live holds-barred explosion in the
acoustic guitar chords of Larry chorus, the instruments letting
Crane reverberated from behind loose once more in the capable
hands of his band.
the still-closed curtain.
This was followed by "Lonely
Then the band burst unrelent01'
Night," the most hardlessly into "Small Town" and the
curtain opened, revealing a bar- driving houserocker thus far.
ren, almost desolate stage set-up, During the song, Mellencamp
with a huge, light-colored cloth went into the crowd to shake
as a backdrop. The simple set-up hands with some of the fans, then
worked marvelously, giving returned for a rip-roaring chorus.
Mellencamp and the band plenty Kenny Aronoff's drumming
of room to perform their Mid- sounded like rifle-fire on the
horizon.
western-brand of rock 'n' roll.
The band then left so MellenMellencamp appeared wearing
a black western-style shirt, blue camp could talk with the audijeans, and sporting the bolo seen ence. "You guys sure do make a
in his recent videos "Lonely 01' fellow feel right at home," he
Night" and "Small Town." He said. "I'm not gonna talk very
silently greeted the audience, long. I'd like to talk to you about
nodded to his band, and broke the small American farmer, if
that'd be all right."
into the rousing crowd-pleaser.
The crowd cheered its apThe sound was terrific—good,
proval.
Mellencamp said his
clean, without a trace of static.
work
in
Farm
Aid was not really
Furthermore, the band sounded
solid, confidence oozing from See Cougar, page 23
by John Padgett
copy editor

Concert Review

Sharlene Kleinman/slaff photographer

John Cougar Mellencamp performed in Littlejohn Saturday night

How are we dancing our way into the groove today?
Yesterday it was the twist, the swim, the funky
chicken. Yesteryear gave birth to the Charleston and the
classics tango and waltz. Dancing has niched a crooked
groove in history.

THE BEAT GOES ON

Ernest Gibbs
Entertainment Editor
Dancing has really evolved into several different
"art" forms. Not getting into the untouchable part of the
realm (tap dancing, classical ballet, jazz, etc.) but staying
more in line with the "teen scene," dancing seems to have
reached an all-time high (and some lows).
A song tied in with a new dance that everyone could
grasp usually meant a hit record. Look at Chubby
Checker's "Twist." Talk about a hit. This seemed to send
the country itself into a twisting mass of obliquitous
bodies.
I don't know what Checker had in mind when he cut
this record or what his purpose was, but it worked. There
have been many records denoting a particular dance step
since then, most recently in The Time's "Bird " and
Morris Day's "Oak Tree." These didn't catch on with the
intensity of Checker's "Twist." The reason I think is that
both dances were a little "far out" for the mainstream. If
it's going to be a hit, it's got to attract the masses.
Lately it's been breakdancing and moonwalking, the
catalyst being the movie Flashdance. Breaking, as it's
called, has taken the country and popped-locked it.
Movies, records, video cassettes have all been bitten at
one time or another by the craze. It seems to have trickled
off now, but did it ever take hold.
Kids on street corners and sidewalks making the
"break" for stardom, looking forja way out. Breakdancing

gave many chances for that shot at getting out of that
street life and making a living for themselves.
Has dancing reached its peak, as far as innovation is
concerned? 1 can't really say. One minute you think
you've seen it all done, then somebody comes up with a
new move. After breakdancing I don't see too many new
movies coming in the near future. What I do see are some
improvements on the old moves.
What I consider a setback as far as dancing goes is
slam dancing. This unconventional mockery is where
dancing seems to have gone through some "devolution."
I've seen people slam dancing and I wonder how high
their doctor bills are or the fever they have that makes
them want to run around and throw their bodies into
someone else.
I guess you can "slam" safely, but after several kegs
I don't think safety is a major concern. I've never learned
to slam dance and I have no intention of doing so. I love
myself too much to want to take my body and throw it full
tilt into someone else's.
There have been stories of people tying razors and
other foreign objects to themselves while they slammed. I
see dancing as a way of enjoying one's self, as a release A
bunch of people running around and into each other
doesn't seem very expressive, unless they are expressing
confusion. Then I guess you would have to be in a confused state of mind to slam dance anyway.
Mir-hafil Jackson, Fred Astaire, Gene Kelly, The
Nicholas Brothers, The Hines Brothers, are just several of
the great dancers that whirled and twirled in the stars.
Their styles vary as dancing does itself, so it would be unfair to compare them all. But dancing wouldn't be as fun if
it weren't so varied.
I wonder what will come up nexfc. The last.I heard, the
newest dance was the Freotfy 4frtf4e^tth% villain in ;_,
Nightmare on Elm Street). It's a little difficult to
describe, so I won't. Keep freaking to the rhythm of the
beat. You're bound to get a new groove.

Talent show to be
Mu~Beta Psi National Honorary Music Fraternity will be
■holding its second annual talent
show Wednesday at 8 p.m. in
.;Daniel Auditorium. Admission
jSs $1.
. This year's theme is "Entertainment Tonight." There are
Ciour competing acts: a jazz
.pianist and his group, a country
music singer, a night club act,
and a piaiio/flute duet.
There will also be some other
acts that will perform but will
not be competing: 4:30 Thursday
Singers, the Barbershop Quartet,

and a clogging act.
The gjand prize is $50. There
Will be a first and second place in,
the faculty and student divisions
and the,7grand prize for the overall winner.
Mu Beta Psi is a national
honorary music fraternity consisting of members from the
University Chorus, Tiger band,
Symphonic and Jazz band, and
the Gospel Choir.
For further information concerning the talent show, contact
Chris Legrand at 656-4472.

Kilter Whales
The: rock band Killer Whales
will perform tonight at 9 p.m. in
Edgar's. Admission is $2.
Alpha Extravaganza
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority
and Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
Will sponsor a cabaret-style event
March 29 at 8 p.m. in the Palmetto Ballroom. Admission is $4.
Tickets may be purchased from
any member of the above organizations. Dress is semi-formal.

Concert Series
, Professor Peter Schickele Will
present "The Intimate P.D.Q.
Bach," Monday at 8 p.m. in Littlejohn Coliseum. Admission is
free to University students and
$2 for children, $6 for adults.
Five Directions Cinema
Five Directions Cinema will
present the film Reefer Madness
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Y-Theater. Admission is S2.

Performing Artist Series
English actor Rob Ingles per
forms Tolkein's "The Lord of the
Rings" Monday at 8 p.m. in
Tillman Auditorium. Admissionis $3 for students, $6 for the
public.
S.C. State Jazz Ensemble
The South Carolina State Jazz
Ensemble will perform in
Clemson March 24 at 8 p.m. in
Tillman Auditorium. Admission
is free.
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::;:::;;:::ENTERTAINMENT::::::::;:'
A look at what the Union Committees have to offer you
CDCC-Rockin' the night

The Killer Whales are here!
Tonight in Edgar's is their final night in Clemson!
Come see them at 9 p.m. and party until
12 midnight! Cover charge is $2.
If you're interested in becoming involved with the
Central Dance and Concert Committee, why not
consider running for an office? Elections are coming up
soon. Check by the Information Desk or call 2461 for
more information on applications.

Films and Video
This week's movies:
Rambo: First Blood, Part II
March 6-7, 7 and 9:15 p.m.,
$1.50.
Flashdance, March 9, SUNDAY FREE
FLICK, 7 and 9:15 p.m., free with
University ID.
Dr. Strangelove, March 10, 8 p.m.
$1.
Reefer Madness, March 12,
7:30 p.m., $2.

Short Course Committee
Floral Design starts March 25.
Sign-up deadline is March 40!
$40 includes flowers, greenery,
wires, oasis, tape, and ribbon.
Sailboarding starts March 8. $20
Color Analysis March 11, $20.
Discover which colors are best
for your wardrobe and
complexion. Receive swatches to
make shopping a breeze!

Special Events

What else happened on your birthday
besides your birth?
Find out from the BIRTHDAY CHRONICLE-a
computer that will give you a sheet full of
comparisons and events related to your
birthday. It's FREE-March 7.

Union Games Area

>

Join the DOUBLES Ping-Pong
Tournament to be held Thursday,
March 13, at 7 p.m. in the Union
games area. Find a partner and
sign up soon!

Outdoor Recreation

Join us in a BIKE RACE!
March 8 from 9 a.m. until 1 p.m.
There will be two classes: novice and
experienced (20 and 30 miles). Pizza, drinks,
and prizes served afterward. A great way to
spend a Saturday!
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Cougar —

Gene Cotton

tile photo

Multi-talented singer
to play Clemson
Guitarist Gene Cotton will perFor the past year and a half,
form tomorrow night at 9 p.m. in Cotton has been doing solo conEdgar's. Admission is $3.
certs which have taken him
throughout the United States
Cotton, a native of Ohio, began and Europe.
his career playing small clubs
Cotton has been involved with
and colleges in the Mid-West. He
got his first Top 10 exposure both world hunger organizations
with the single, "You Got Me and the anti-nuclear movement.
Running'" from his album Rain He was also the first recipient of
the Harry Chapin Award, preOn.
sented by colleges and univerCotton had some more chart sities from the U.S. and Canada.
success with a few singles (on the
Currently writing and working
now defunct Ariola record label):
"Before My Heart Finds Out," on his eighth studio album,
"You're a part of me," and "Like Cotton is also producing other
a Sunday Salem," a duet with artists as well as writing and producing music for films.
Kim Carnes.

continued from page 21
to raise money, that instead it
worked to "make a lot of people
aware of the problem—not people like me, people like you, who
go to work every day."
Mellencamp cited statistics for
South Carolina, saying that 27
farms go bankrupt every day.
"Write your senators; ask what
is your state doing to help the
small American farmer," he requested of the audience. "We can
make a difference—we already
have."
The band then reappeared and
burst into "Rain on the Scarecrow," a song depicting the
plight of farmers. Again Mellencamp stepped forward during the
verse, his singing during the last
verse seeming all the more meaningful because the instruments
had dropped back to little more
than a murmur.
All during the concert Mellencamp and his band gave their
best. Larry Crane had some particularly good guitar solos on
"Between a Laugh and a Tear."
Mellencamp's voice never sounded
less than forceful, even during
those high near-wails in "Minutes to Memories" or his resounding final chorus in "Little
Pink Houses."
Mellencamp was clearly enjoying himself, pulling up a male fan
to sing a duet with in "Hand To
Hold On To." During this number, John Cascella had an excellent saxophone solo.
Mellencamp's next number,
"Rumbleseat," came off as
perhaps the most complete
number of the evening. He
started off by talking over an
instrumental background.
"How many times have you

guitars and a fiddle, played by
Lisa Germane The instrumentation (or lack of it) gave the song a
downhome flavor, a poignancy
not achieved with a full band
backing.
After a short intermission,
Mellencamp and his band reemerged with "R.O.C.K. in the
U.S.A.," a rousing rebel-rocker
paying homage to 1960s rock 'n'
roll artists.
This was followed by "Play
Guitar," a wonderful piece in
which Larry Crane actually went
out into the audience to give
some more indepth lessons.
"Authority Song" was well
done, as was "Face of the
Nation" (which featured the biggest departure in instrumentation from the Scarecrow album
with heavy synthesizer rather
than guitar), but the evening's
highlight was undoubtedly
"Pink Houses," with Mellencamp himself on acoustic guitar.
The concert reached a peak
with "Pink Houses," an energy it
was never quite able to reach
again, even though he went back
to playing some '60s songs. He
repeated the chorus twice, soulfully singing to the backing of
some finely wrought guitar licks
and drum solos.
Mellencamp's retrospective to
'60s rock 'n' roll included "Cold
Sweat," an extended version of
"Mony, Mony," and a powerful
rendering of "Proud Mary,"
featuring an excellent sax solo
by Cascella.
For an encore, and his final
number, Mellencamp performed
"Down on the Boardwalk" with
all the house lights on. It was a
perfect ending to an excellent
concert.

got up in the morning, and everything was going great, and by 12
o'clock that night everything has
gone straight to —," he said,
allowing the audience to fill in
the blank.
"I hate it when that happens,"
he said in the fashion of the guys
on Saturday Night Live.
"Whenever that happens to
me, I sit down and write a song.
So this night, I sat down and
started writing a song. And this
is what I came up with:" He
recited the first four lines of the
song, then the band jumped back
in full and he sang the rest of the
verse and the chorus.
Before the final verse, he said,
"Well, I guess you can tell that
was a pretty bad night for ol'
John. Then I heard a voice—a
woman's voice. And it said, 'Quit
being such a dope. John, your
emotions come from your head,
not your heart.'
"I said, 'I know that.' And it
said, 'This is your world—we can
make it a better world.' And I
said, 'I know that.'
"And I know it sounds a little
corny, but the best thing you can
do is to just be a friend." He then
recited the first four lines and
sang the rest.
The song flowed straight into
"I Need a Lover," which, with an
acoustic guitar backing, had a
slight country feel to it. "Promises Made from the Heart" followed, with Mellencamp singing
it with slow, melodic sincerity.
Sometimes the numbers suffered because they simply
sounded too much like their
album counterparts. This was
certainly not the case for "Ain't
Even Done with the Night,"
which was backed with only two

Various movies offer a wide range of choice
by Kelly Winters
staff writer
As usual the University Union
has provided movie goers with
some good films to see this
semester, and there are still
many more to come. This week's
review is on four of the best ones
yet to be shown.

Movie Review
If you are the sentimental type
and like movies about the idea of
hope, Cocoon is for you.
It follows the lives of several

Write
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%

X

,#

old retirees in Florida. The men
of this group go one day to a pool
house on property near their retirement community. They have
been sneaking into the place for
quite awhile, and on this particular day, they discover huge
pods at the bottom of the pool.
They are a bit apprehensive at
first, but then decide to drive in
anyway.
After they take a swim, they
discover that they feel revitalized,
actually younger. The secret of
the pool's properties is the pods,
put there by aliens to preserve

them until the trip home.
This movie has a good message
and wonderful performances by
Don Ameche and others. It will
be shown at the Y-Theater at 7 and
9:30 from March 27-29.
Places in the Heart, starring
Sally Field, will be shown at
8 p.m. on March 24 at the
YMCA. The movie is not Field's
best, but it is still an enticing
drama and excellent portrait of a
country woman trying to win a
battle against a bunch of doubting cotton growers and sellers.
Danny Glover gives an ex-

cellent performance as a black
man who comes along after
Field's husband's death, and
helps her defeat the odds against
her.
Volunteers stars Tom Hanks
as a dashing playboy who ends
up in the Peace Corps in Thailand
with John Candy for company.
They come up against problems
with the government while trying to help the community that
they're in build a bridge, but
they manage to solve those problems hilariously. Go to this one in
a silly mood and you'll love it.

Showtime is at 7 and 9:15 on
April 24-26 at the YMCA.
Finally if you like heavy
(drama, go see Scarface at Edgar's
for free on March 11. This movie,
about the drug world of Miami,
Fla., showcases an unforgettable
performance by Al Pacino as
Tony Montana, a man who starts
at the bottom of the drug trade
and becomes king. With a fine
performance by Michelle Pfeiffer
as Montana's drugged out wife,
this is a long one, but it sure will
keep your attention.

a unique opportunity
for
— Agriculturalists —
For you and the world itself. You can put your
AGRICULTURE DEGREE or FARMING EXPERIENCE to work at a challenging, demanding and unique opportunity. You'll be meeting
new people, learning a new language, experiencing a new culture and gaining a whole
new outlook on your future career or retirement. And while you are building your future
you'll help people in developing countries by
sharingyour skills in crop or livestock production, bookkeeping, soil management, equipment care, agribusiness or other capabilities
necessary for food production. The financial
rewards may not be great, but as a Peace
Corps volunteer, your opportunity for growth
is certain.

Wednesday, 3/26: Information Table
University Center Lobby 9-4:30
Thursday, 3/27: Interviews —Sign Up Now!
Placement Office 8-5
For More Information Call:
656-2004 or 1-800-241-3862
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Albums distinctive
by Matt DeBord
staff writer

Music is becoming more and
more difficult to place into distinctive categories. Styles are being combined to form all kinds of
new and interesting music. Three
examples of this development are
King of America, the latest
release from Elvis Costello, a
mini-LP of five songs from the
Colour Field, and di. a. lects from
former Weather Report leader
Joe Zawinul.

Album Review
The Colour Field mini-LP is
full of influences from bands like
Echo and the Bunnymen and Joy
Division. On "Things Could Be
Beautiful," the music and lyrics
are optimistic, upbeat and energetic. The band's experimentation is evident on "Frosty Morning," a tune that shows sympathy for Country/Western, and
on "Armchair Theater," which
incorporates Latin brass and
rhythm tracks.
In addition to the studio cuts,
this mini-LP has two excellent
live tunes, "Pushing Up Daisies"
and "Yours Sincerely." "Pushing Up Daisies" is the better of
the two due mainly to its haunting, Doors-like melody. But
"Yours Sincerely" is a nice effort
at club music similar to the work
being done by bands like Aztec
Camera and Style Council.
Joe Zawinul calls di. a. lects
"Music for solo synthesizer and
voices." The album is interesting, loaded with influences from
countries outside the United
States. Most evident are the
African rhythms that Zawinul
blends deftly with highly technical synthesizer passages.
di.a. lects is an album of powerful jazz fusion that deeply reflects Zawinul's influence as a
composer and producer in the
world of modern jazz.

Clearly the most fascinating of
the three albums is Elvis
Costello's King of America.
Costello has always been a
heavy-duty experimentalist. He
has never expressed reservation
in attacking a particular musical
form, a fact indicated by his lack
of serious FM radio airplay.
On King of America, Costello
takes as many different forms of
American music as he can cram
on an LP (there are 15 cuts) and
expresses his personal style
through each of them. There are
Country/Western tunes like
"Our Little Angel" and "The Big
Light" as well as a cut called
"Eisenhower Blues" and a
swinging improvisational
number entitled "Poisoned
Rose." Elvis doesn't necessarily
have the inborn soul to sing this
stuff, but he is only analyzing
and interpreting styles, not imitating them.
The album is also instrumentally invigorating, with excellent
Hammond organ courtesy of
Mitchell Froom, wicked upright
bass passages from Ray Brown,
and even a French accordian on
"American Without Tears."
The best cuts on the album
(although the entire effort is
remarkably solid considering its
ambitious scope) are "I'll Wear
It Proudly," an uplifting and
dedicated love ballad, and "Jack
Of All Parades," a tune about
true love after a life time of sexual promiscuity. Both cuts make
excellent use of the Hammond
organ and acoustic guitar, but
neither instrument dominates
the songs.
These three albums are all indicative of the exciting openminded attitude that today's
musicians are exhibiting. Breaking down musical barriers, shattering accepted norms, and analyzing alternate forms we all
characteristic of the individual
styles.

Would you buy a used symphony
from this man?

aP^SaL.

For Those of You Who Answered the Ad That Read:
Share Furn. Apts. w/Stdts. Close Campus,
Spacious, Clean, Quiet Res. Neigh.

NOW YOU CAN LIVE IN A LUXURY,
Fully Furnished, 2-bedroom Townhome for Less
Than the Cost of a Dorm!

VILLAGE
GREEN is. the
thp answerflnswpr
TOWNHOME s
There is no longer a need to put up with substandard housing . . . with cramped
living, a mess or furniture that saw better days 20 years ago. VILLAGE GREEN
is designed for students—for living, relaxing and studying. Each student has his
own study area and all the luxuries of a new, fully-furnished residence.
• NEW 2-bedroom townhomes
• Microwave/coffee pot/can opener/
• Superior location (just 4 blocks
blender /toaster oven
from campus)
• Select your own roommates
• Totally furnished
• • Only a few Townhome Residences available for rental • •
Superior Location To Campus

VILLAGE
GREEN
TOWNHOMES
• NOW ACCEPTING RESERVATIONS •
Sales and Rental Information
Coventry Road, Apt. 155
Clemson, South Carolina 29631
(803) 654-7675
A development of Student Housing Corp.

P.S.: $100 MOVE-IN ALLOWANCE for all fall leases signed before April 1.

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY CONCERT SERIES
presents

P.D.CL BACH
featuring the questionable talent of
'Professor' PETER SCHICKELE

"GLORIOUS SPOOF'OF SERIOUS MUSIC:"A HILARIOUS SHOW"
-Ottawa Journal

~L , , . "
-Phila. Evening Bulletin

Among the works to be performed are:
"ABASSOONATA"

for bassoon and piano

"GOLDBRICK" VARIATIONS .or pi™ two hands
TWELVE QUITE HEAVENLY SONGS v**^******^**
basso blotto and keyboards
and the inlamous opera

HANSEL & GRETEL & TED & ALICE

Clemson University students
admitted FREE on presentation
of validated activity cards.
Others present season tickets or
individual tickets. Individual
tickets ($6 or $2 children/ at
auditorium or in advance at
the Music Dept.
Special Clemson University
date ticket at $2.00.

MONDAY, MARCH 10, 1986
LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM
8:00 P.M.
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Top teams look for title, try to avoid upset
by David Brandes
assistant sports editor
There are certain sporting
events that just seem to be larger
than life. The Super Bowl, the
World Series, and the Masters
just seem to have a life of their
own that's buried in tradition
and rich in excitement.
Few would argue, at least this
year anyway, that the Atlantic
Coast Conference tournament
should be added to that list.
On every Associated Press
poll, including the preseason, the
top-ranked team in the country
has been from the ACC. Georgia
Tech received the early nod from
the sports writers sitting in the
No. 1 slot until North Carolina
replaced them in the first week of
the regular season.
The Tar Heels' reign was
halted last week when the Duke
Blue Devils moved into the top
spot in the nation as well as the
ACC,
This is the first time since 1966
that Duke has won the ACC
regular season crown outright
and the first time in 19 years
North Carolina has not finished
either first of second in the ACC.
"At the beginning of the

season, all we wanted to do is
finish undefeated at home and
maybe go to the NIT," said Duke
head coach Mike Krzyzewski.
"Now, we're ranked No. 1 and
we've reached all our goals. We
have nothing left to prove. We
are just going to settle down and
play some ball."
However, settling down at the
ACC tournament is quite a feat
for any team. Perhaps one of the
most pressurized situations a
team can face, being tagged as a
favorite is no real advantage.
"I don't think there is a
favorite because anything can
happen," Krzyzewski said. "It's
not like the old days when you
had to win the tournament to go
anywhere, but it is still a whole
new season."
This new season will be just
the opportunity some teams are
looking for. According to NC
State coach Jim Valvano, all
teams will start even.
"It's tournament time
again—what can I say," Valvano
said. "Every team is 0-0 and it's
a one-game season. Lose, and
you're out. I expect a hotly contested tournament with anybody
capable of taking it all."
Valvano is pleased with his

teams performances since the
Kentucky game but is very wary
of Virginia.
"They are a lot like us,"
Valvano said. "We both played
well in the stretch and I think
they are capable of winning the
tournament."
The Tigers will be facing
Georgia Tech in the first round of
the tournament. The Tigers have
only won seven games since the
conception of the tournament
and will be playing Tech after
losing to them in their last
regular season game.
"It's always tough to play a
team twice in a row," said Bobby
Cremins, head coach of Yellow
Jackets. "We know Clemson will
shoot much better this time and
they are a very dangerous team
capable of beating anyone in
America when they are shooting
well. I think playing twice gives
the advantage to them."
Duke will enter the tournament seeded No. 1 followed by
Georgia Tech and North
Carolina. NC State is seeded
fourth while Virginia is ranked
fifth. Maryland, Clemson, and
Wake Forest round out the
seeding.

file photo

Horace Grant will lead the Tigers Friday night.

Old story replayed on a Clemson baseball diamond
The bases were loaded with two outs,
and the home team clinging to a one-run
lead—the stage was set for a showdown
reminiscent of "Mighty Casey at the
Bat."

TRAILING THE TIGER

Tommy Trammel I
Sports Editor
Only this wasn't Mudville, and ol'
Casey didn't appear on Old Dominion's
lineup—but what's wrong with a little imagination when it comes to America's
game. No, this drama was being played
out in Clemson Wednesday, and the
"Mudville nine" were in reality
No. 16-ranked Monarchs from ODU.
The mighty Monarchs flew into Tigertown with thoughts of taking coach Bill
Wilhelm's youthful Tigers to the ODU

school of hardball. But the orange-clad
boys had other ideas of how to spend a
sunny afternoon on their home diamond.
The Tigers seemed loose for what many
considered an important game for that early
in the season. But that has been the
team's attitude this season, a reflection
on Wilhelm who has mellowed somewhat
from years gone by. Wilhelm has seemingly
taken a more laid-back attitude to his job,
allowing his kids to play the game, while
subtlely injecting a little insight and instruction here and there.
This new logic has worked wonders for
the mostly-inexperienced squad, which
consists of 31 rostered players, 20 of
whom are either freshman or sophomores.
Wednesday against the Monarchs, the
Tigers made the mistakes reserved for
their youthfulness, but Wilhelm spared
the whip in favor of simple encouragement and guidance.
For the most part the Tigers played
sound fundamentally, with most of their
errors coming in judgment or in trying to

stretch their physical capabilities—in
other words, errors of enthusiasm.
While the Tigers jumped out on top 3-1
in the early stage of the game, it was
those miscues and several missed opportunities that allowed Old Dominion to
creep back even at" 3-3. It took a timely
double by Tommy Thompson in the bottom of the seventh to get the Tigers back
on top 5-3 and headed toward an important early-season victory over a top-rated
team.
Just six outs stood between the Tigers
and victory then, six outs that would try
coach Wilhelm's patience and raise the
blood pressure of the fans looking on. All
seemed well in hand—six outs and it
would be over, but someone forgot to tell
the fat lady to sing.
The eighth inning went by—no change,
no more runs. Then came the ninth, and
the seemingly solid two-run lead began to
crumble. Then it just plain fell apart at
the seams.
Junior righthander Bill Steele, who had

held ODU to three runs in eight solid innings of work on the mound, was lifted in
the ninth in favor of sophomore John
Burnett. The lefthanded Burnett seemed
ready—but in baseball, that's usually just
about the time trouble hits and hit it did.
Two hits and a walk later the bases were
filled with the New York Yankee lookalikes, and the Tigers were two outs short.
Enter Chuck Baldwin, first baseman turned
pitcher. His mission was simple—get
them before they got him.
Baldwin took it straight to 'em, firing
fastball after fastball, barely pausing
before unlashing his next pitch. With two
strikes on his first batter, Baldwin
surrendered a grounder to first that closed
the gap to 5-4.
After more than two and-a-half hours
and eight innings of baseball, it all came
down to one at-bat. Two quick strikes,
and the game rested on Baldwin's next
pitch.. . .
Maybe next year, Casey!

Swimmers top Tar Heels for first ACC title
In the 50-meter free, Jeff
Stachelek finished second. Rocco
Aceto of NC State touched four
tenths of a second ahead of
Stachelek to win the race.
"We swam really well the first
day," commented Coach Boettner.
"We did well in the morning during qualifying and then came
back and did a great job that
night."

by Eric Keller
staff writer
Head swim coach Bob Boettner
is wearing an earring now
because he lost a bet. A bet that
he was more than happy to lose.
Boettner bet that he would
wear an earring if his men's
swimming team would win the
ACC Championship. The team
responded by garnering Clemson's first ever ACC Men's
Swimming Championship.
The Tigers pulled off what
could be considered the upset of
the year. After compiling a
mediocre record and several
losses to ACC foes, they left
Charlottesville, Va., with a seven
point victory over the University
of North Carolina to clinch the
crown.
Opening Day
Clemson completed the first
day of competition after compiling 205 points, good enough to
open up a 31 point lead over
second-place UNC.
Freshman standout Rick
Aronberg continued his list of
triumphs by winning the 500
meter freestyle race. His time of
4:25.99 also set a new school

Chuck Wade
record.
Also bringing home the gold
for the Tigers was diver Chuck
Wade. Wade won the One-meter
competition with a score of
504.70. His closest competitor
finished over 25 points behind.
Dave Hrovat also contributed
on the first day as he finished
third in the one-meter diving
event. Other Tiger finishers included Jeff Labeau, Bill Hyman
and Davey Stevens in the 200
meter individual relay. The trio
finished second, fourth and fifth
respectively.

UNC Closes
"The second day was our
tough day since UNC's strong
events occurred then," Boettner
said. "I thought we could give
them a run for their money if we
could stay close. In fact, I
thought the last relay may have
decided the whole thing."
Clemson not only managed to
hang close, but fought to keep a
slim one point lead over the surging Heels. When Saturdays racing was finished, the Tigers had
amassed 413 points to UNCA's
412.
Leading the way for the Tigers
was Stachelek. The senior
managed to gain a second place
finish in the 200 free. Labeau
touched for third in the same
race.
The 800 free relay team also

finished third, but that was the
only other top-three finish the
Tigers could achieve Saturday.
Aronberg took fourth in the
400 IM finals while Scott Helms
took seventh in the 100 back and
eighth in the 100 butterfly.
Duals
Entering the final day of the
championships, Virginia held
third place. However, the
Cavaliers were almost 170 points
out of second place. That meant
the meet was reduced to a dual
meet between Clemson and UNC.
The Tigers responded to the
challenge with tremendous results.
In qualifying heats held Sunday morning the Tigers qualified
nine swimmers in the finals, compared to UNC's 10. "If the meet
had ended the way the qualifying
went. We would have lost the
meet by about thirty points,"
Boettner said. "That night we
just moved up and moved them
out."
Sunday night started with
Aronberg winning the 1650 free.
His time of 15:18.84 was another
school record and also qualified
him for the NCAA's. He is the
only male this year to qualify for
that event.

Stachelek again provided
needed points as he copped third
in the 100 free. The fact that he
finished third isn't as important
as the fact that he beat out three
Tar Heels to do so.
Then in a backstroke event,
Billy Hyman and Brent Mays
finished fifth and seventh respectively. Following that came the
200 butterfly.
Tim Welting came out on top
in what Boettner called, "a real
big win for us." Jeff Poland and
Helms also finished in the top
eight.
Boyd Wilson then took fifth in
the 200 breaststroke, but the
Tigers fell behind the first time
during the weekend. Clemson
then needed its divers to come to
the rescue.
Wade and Hrovat did more
than just come to the rescue. The
two combined to give Clemson a
fifteen point lead as they took
second and third in the threemeter event. With only one event
left, the Tigers just needed to
finish the relay without being
disqualified to win the meet.
The relay team managed a
third place finish to give Clemson
a seven point victory. The final
See Swim, page 27
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Tigers take three of five
by Patrick Turner
staff writer
Clemson's baseball team began
a 12-game home stand this weekend on a good note, winning three
of their first five games.
Vanderbilt
The Tigers began the home
stand against Southeastern Conference foe Vanderbilt Friday
afternoon. Clemson pitcher Bill
Steele was the star of the show as
he allowed only six hits and became the first Clemson pitcher to
go the distance this season.
Steele, who walked two batters
and struck out two, retired 10
batters in a row during one
stretch of the game. Meanwhile,
the rest of the squad was banging out 12 hits off of two Commodore pitchers.
After spotting Vanderbilt two
runs in the first inning, the
Tigers gained the lead for good
with a five-run second inning.
Chuck Baldwin began the rally
when he scored on a wild pitch.
Later in the inning, Bill Spiers
hit a two-run single with the
bases loaded, and Tommy
Thompson followed suit with a
two-run double of his own, giving
the Tigers a 5-2 lead.
Clemson added another run in
the third inning, and Bert
Heffernan's triple scored two of
four fifth-inning runs. The Tigers
added a run in the sixth inning
and one in the eighth inning to
make the final score 12-2.
The roles were reversed the
following day as Vanderbilt took
a 6-3 victory. On four separate
occasions the Tigers left two runners stranded. Each team scored
a run in the first inning, but
Vanderbilt took the lead for good
in the third inning. Clemson did
manage two fifth-inning runs,
but they were not enough to prevent the Commodores from winning the game.
"We just didn't swing the bat
today," said Clemson coach Bill
Wilhelm. "We took five called
third strikes, and that hurt us."
Appalachian State
Sunday the Tigers took on a
tough Appalachian State squad
and came out on the short end of
an 11-6 score as the Mountaineers pounded out 14 hits.
The Mountaineers scored three
runs in the second inning and
two in the third to take an early
5-0 lead. In the bottom of the
third inning, Bert Heffernan hit
his second home run of the
season to put the Tigers on the
board. Three State errors in the
fourth inning resulted in two
more Clemson runs, making the

score 5-3.
But State struck back with a
five-run fifth inning to put the
game out of reach. Clemson managed a run in the fifth, and State
matched it with a run in the
seventh inning. Clemson scored
two in the eighth inning to end
the scoring.
"We had to scramble for the
runs we got against Appalachian
State," said coach Wilhelm.
"They are a really good team.
They'll win a lot of games this
year."
The Citadel
The Tigers got back on the winning track Monday as they beat
The Citadel handily. Both teams
started off hot as each scored
three runs in the first inning. The
Citadel picked up two more runs
in the fourth inning, giving them
a 5-3 lead, but that would end
their scoring.
The Tigers answered by
blasting out six fourth-inning
runs. Heffernan began the rally
with a three-run homer, his second home run in as many days.
Late-inning singles by Spiers and
Jerry Brooks drove in three more
runs. Clemson added four more
runs in the seventh inning to
make the final score 13-5.
The next day the Tiger banged
out 23 hits against The Citadel
en route to a 16-5 victory. This
was the most hits in a game for

Joe DeFoor/senior stall photographer

Alan Botkin delivers to home plate.

Joe DeFoor/senior staff photographer

Chuck Baldwin slides safely into third against The Citadel.

WALK TO CAMPUS
The place to be in '86 . ■-.

COUPONS
in the
Campus
Telephone
Directory!

Clemson since 1983 when the
Tigers blasted out 25 hits
against Georgia Tech.
Baldwin provided much of the
offensive thrust as he collected
four hits. Six Clemson batters hit
doubles during the game.
A double by Steve Williamris
began a five-run second inning
that gave Clemson a 5-0 lead.
Clemson went on to a two-run
third inning and three-run fourth
inning to game a 10-0 advantage.
The Citadel scored four runs in
the fifth inning to make the score
10-4.
But the Tigers were just too
powerful as they also scored four
runs in the fifth inning. Clemson
added two runs in the seventh
inning and the Citadel managed
one run in the ninth to make the
final 16-5.
The Tigers are now 6-4 on the
year. Although the team is a
young one, with only two seniors,
Coach Bill Wilhelm is pleased
with the performance of his team
thus far into the season.
"The guys have been swinging
the bat a little bit better," said
Wilhelm," "and they seem to
have a good attitude.
"I saw a stat sheet today that
said we are hitting .340 as a
team. That's fantastic. We don't
have one dominant hitter, so ours
just has to be a team chemistry
in order for us to be successful."

CLEMSON COURT I & II
A style of living for the
discriminating student/person
2- and 3-Bedroom Condominiums FOR RENT
All amenities you expect including:

STUDENT
OPPORTUNITIES
We are looking for girls
interested in being counselorsactivity instructors in a private
girls camp located in
Hendersonville, N.C. Instructors
needed especially in Swimming
(WSI), Horseback Riding,
Tennis, Backpacking, Archery,
Canoeing, Gymnastics, Crafts,
Also Basketball, Computers,
Soccer, Cheerleading, Drama,
Nature Study, Field Hockey. If
your school offers a Summer
Internship program, we will be
glad to help. Inquiries—Morgan
Haynes, P.O. Box 400C, Tryon
NC, 28782.

Two (2) full baths
Completely tastefully furnished
Fully equipped kitchen
Heal pump heating and cooling
Dishwasher

Garbage disposal
Continuous cleaning oven

• H asher and dryer furnished
in each unit
• Fully carpeted
• Landscaped grounds
• Large storage room
• Heated swimming pool
• Central vacuum (Clemson Court I)

FAMILY HAIRSTYLING HEDREN
108 College

654-6555

NOW AVAILABLE

«k

SOLANA

Walk-In Welcome

offered by

TANNINQBED

COUPON

FOOTHILLS GALLERY OF HOMES
Highway 123, P.O. Box 111
Clemson, South Carolina 29631
(803) 654-6065

Downtown Clemson H€$US

OF/HOMES

//<•

COUPON

$

500 oft

$

200 off

Perms, Body Waves
& Highlights

Full-Service
Cut & Blow Dry

Mon., Tues., Wed. only
9 a.m.-1 p.m.
_Ej(Dires_3n 3/86

Mon., Tues., Wed. only
9 a.m.-1 p.m.

_[

_Expiros^3#13/86
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Swim
continued from page 25
standings were:
1. Clemson
670
2. UNC
663
3. Virginia
572
4. Maryland
427 1/2
5. NC State
351
6. Duke
129
"On paper UNC had every

event covered and had the better
depth. I guess our tougher training gave us an advantage,"
added Boettner. "When you win
a three-day event like this by
seven points it's nothing short of
a total team effort. Being the
first one, it's a real pleasure. Since
it's the first one in the history of
the school, the kids are really

proud and that's something that
will stay with them for the rest of
their lives."
Awards
Besides taking home the ACC
crown, two Tiger individuals
received awards.
Wade, who Boettner calls,
"The class of the league," won

the ACC Diver of the Year award
for the second year in a row. The
coach added, "His degree of difficulty is so much higher than
that of anyone else. He's all by
himself in that respect."
Boettner himself was the recipient of this years ACC Coach
of the Year. This is the second
year in a row he has garnered

LAST DAY TO WITHDRAW
FROM A COURSE OR THE UNIVERSITY
WITHOUT RECEIVING FINAL GRADES
FRIDAY, MARCH 14, 1986, IS THE LAST DAY
FOR WITHDRAWAL FROM
A COURSE OR THE UNIVERSITY
WITHOUT RECEIVING FINAL GRADES
TO WITHDRAW FROM A COURSE,
A STUDENT MUST:
. . . PICK UP A COURSE WITHDRAWAL FORM
FROM THE STUDENT RECORDS OFFICE
104 SIKES HALL
. . . SECURE THE SIGNATURE OF THE
ACADEMIC ADVISOR
AND THE COURSE INSTRUCTOR
. . . RETURN THE COURSE
WITHDRAWAL FORM
TO THE STUDENT RECORDS OFFICE
NO LATER THAN 4:30 P.M.
FRIDAY, MARCH 14, 1986
NON-ATTENDANCE OR CESSATION OF CLASS
ATTENDANCE DOES NOT
CONSTITUTE WITHDRAWAL
NOTE: MANY SCHOLARSHIP, LOAN, AND
GRANT PROGRAMS REQUIRE THAT
THE STUDENT MAINTAIN FULLTIME ENROLLMENT. FOR
UNDERGRADUATES THIS MEANS A
MINIMUM OF 12 SEMESTER HOURS.

APT. FOR
LEASE
Summer and Fall
Term
•
•
•
•

6 Locations
Townhouses
Duplexes
Furnished and
Unfurnished
• Laundry, Pool,
All Appliances,
Many More Amenities

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

It wasn't enough that you
had an eight o'clock class,
you missed lunch and your
three o'clock class turned
out to be a surprise quiz,
but now it's ten o'clock and
you're still studying.

Call America's favorite
pizza delivery people on
your next study break.
We guarantee delivery in
30 minutes or less, or we'll
take $3.00 OFF the price
of your pizza!

This calls for an official
study break. This is how to
take an official study break:

Serving Clemson A
Clemson University:

1. Close your books.

300 College Ave.

2. Call the Domino's Pizza
location nearest you and
order your favorite pizza

Hours:
11AM-2AMSun.-Thurs.
11AM-3AMFri.&Sat.

3. Put your feet up.

Limited delivery areas.
Drivers carry under $20.
©1986 Domino's Pizza Inc.

4. In 30 minutes or less,
hand the Domino's Pizza
delivery professional the
coupon below.

Corner 123 and 133, Beside Train Station
9 a.m.-5 p.m.—654-3076, 654-1558
After 5 p.m. and Weekends—654-3444, 654-3957

654-3082

5. Return to your desk and
sink your teeth into a
delicious slice of hot,
freshly made pizza
6. (Optional) Return to
studying when finished.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

DINNER
FOR
TWO
$6.99!
DOYLE C. BURTON
Commercial Property

that honor. Earlier this year he
also won the same award for the
women.
"I guess it's pretty lucky to
win both the men's and women's in
the same year," said Boettner. "I
have to give credit to my staff;
Jim Sheridan, Wayne Norris, and
Pat Greenwell. With those guys I
don't have to be concerned."

Receive a 12" superb
cheese pizza with any
ONE topping and TWO
16 oz. non-returnable
bottles of Coke® tor
$6.99!
(Tax included!)
Not valid with any other
coupon or offer.
Offer good thru 3/27/86.]
Our 12" 8-slice pizza
serves 2-3 persons.

Limited delivery areas Drivers carry under $20. ©1986 Domino's Pizza. Inc

6562P/5620
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Heels dump
Lady Tigers

Mike Hampton

Mark Litts

Joey McKenna

Three grapplers qualify for NCAA's
by Kyle Gambrell
staff writer
The Tiger wrestlers traveled to Raleigh,
N.C., this past weekend where NC State
hosted the 1986 ACC tournament. The
Tigers, who finished fourth, were led by
Joey McKenna, Clemson's only tournament champion. He was later named the
tournament's most outstanding wrestler.
North Carolina, who scored 98.25
points, was the winner of the tournament
for the third consecutive year. The Heels
were followed by NC State with 76 points,
Maryland with 56.5 points, Clemson with

49 points, Duke with 19.5 points, and
UVa. with 13.75 points.
McKenna, an ACC champion for three
consecutive years, qualified to compete in
the nationals at the University of Iowa.
The Tigers had two other wrestlers
qualify for the nationals, which are held at
the end of March.
Mike Hampton, wrestling at 134, finished second to Lenny Bernstein of North
Carolina and senior Mark Litts finished
second to Tab Wilson in the 167 pound
division.
Clemson coach Eddie Griffin said that,
"Tt would be nice if at least one of these
•
•
•
•

Style Cuts
Body Waves
Highlighting
Curly Perms

654-2599
Special Student Prices

VICTORIA SQUARE
(in Breezeway)

^±
THE STAGE DOOR
MOVIE STORE

I

Lakeview Plaza Mall
654-6567

three make it to the finals. I think they all
have a very good chance, though."
The Tiger freshmen made a good showing in their first ACC tournament. Billy
Orr, at 158, finished third as did Hugh
Meek in the 190 pound class.
A big surprise for the Tigers came at
the 177 pound division as unseeded
Jimmy Meetz beat the No. 2 seed in the
tournament to capture third place.
The Tiger grapplers' last action of the
season will be March 29 at Jervey Gym as
they host the Mongolian National team
for a dual meet.

Atlantic Coast Conference player of the
year, Pam Leake scored 27 points and
grabbed 10 rebounds to lead the North
Carolina Tar Heels to an 88-83 victory
over the Lady Tigers in the first round of
the ACC women's basketball tournament
Saturday.
The second-seeded Tar Heels advanced
to the finals only to be defeated by the
Lady Terrapins from Maryland.
Leake and Kathy Wilson combing for
12 of the Tar Heels' 14 unanswered poun^
during a four-minute stretch that helped
turn a 77-70 deficit with 5:25 left to an
84-77 UNC lead with one minute remaining.
The Lady Tigers, who completed their
season at 12-16, failed to convert on five
occasions during that run and the Tar
Heels took the lead for good at 78-77 on a
shot in the lane by Leake with 3:09 left.
Clemson pulled to within 84-81 with 31
seconds left on a pair of free throws by
Julie Larson, but Liza Donnell converted
a free throw, and Leake added a threepoint play with 15 seconds left to kill the
Tigers' rally.
The Lady Tigers led at the half 50-45
after the Tar Heels had led early 17-10.
Center Dawn Royster added 16 points,
while Tia Poindexter and Wilson added 14
each for the Tar Heels.
Forward Karen Jenkins paced the
Tigers with 25 points, while senior forward Janet Knight had 23 and Larson
added 18.

LARGE PIZZA &
$
PITCHERFUL 6"!
W You read it right. For a limited time, enjoy a large pizza
plus a whole pitcher of soft
drink for only $6.99! # Order
any single topping—pepperoni, mushroom, pork or Ital-

ian sausage, to name a mouthwatering few. (Jj Go for our
special Pizza Hut® Pan Pizza
if you like. And choose any soft
drink. Perfect meal, perfect
price—come and get it!

Now Featuring:

Rock n' Roll With
Tom Petty and
The Heartbreakers.
Now available on videocassette from MCA.

$g99

6

$£99
Order any large pizza with
single topping plus a pitcher
of soft drink for only $6.99!
Bring the family or friends,
but hurry! This offer won't
last long. Eat-in only.

HWY. 123 W.
CLEMSON, S.C.
654-8692
VALID AT CLEMSON
PIZZA HUT® RESTAURANT

Hours:
Mon.-Thurs.
Fri.-Sat.
Sunday

One coupon per party per visit at participating Pizza Hut" restaurants. Please present coupon
when ordering. Not valid in combination with anv other offer. 1/20 cent cash redemption value
© 1983 Pizza Hut, Inc. Good only through Good only through March 14. 1986.

11:00-11:00
11:00-12:00
12:00-11:00
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Netters fall in polls behind earlier victims
by Eric Keller
staff writer
Despite having only one loss,
the men's Tiger tennis team fell
from No. 2 to No. 3 in this week's
poll.
The poll was predetermined by
the results of the ITCA Indoor
Championships which took place
two weeks ago. The winner of the
tournament, Pepperdine, is the
new No. 1 team, while Southern
Methodist is No. 2. The Tigers
have beaten both teams during
the year.
"I'm upset about being ranked
third," said Head Coach Chuck
Kriese. "We've got the best
record and the toughest schedule
in the country. We deserve to be
on top.
"At the same time we're only
concerned about the final polls
and what we think of ourselves.
We believe we're the best, but we
still have an unbelievable amout
of work left."
Clemson started its work last
Thursday with a 6-3 victory over
No. 12 Miami. Then the squad
participated in the Clemson
Spring Classic over the weekend.
Miami
"We were fortunate that our
doubles play was strong," said
Kriese. "Our singles play was
sloppy. We didn't have one solid

match."
In singles play, Clemson
jumped out to a 3-1 lead as Jay
Berger, Brandon Walters, and
Vince Van Gelderen all won in
straight sets. Berger won at
number three 6-1 and 7-5, while
Walter won the number five
flight 6-2 and 6-4. Van Gelderen
took the number six match by
the identical scores of 6-2.
Miami battled back, however.
The Hurricanes took both remaining singles matches to tie
the team score at three.
At number two, Richard
Matuszewski squandered a break
in the final set loging 6-7, 6-1,
and 2-6, in a toughly fought contest. Just before Matuszewski's
finale, Kent Kinnear was overpowered in the final two sets. He
fell 7-5, 0-6, and 2-6.
However, all three doubles
teams won with relative ease.
The combinations of WaltersMatuszewksi, Brian Page-Matt
Frooman, and Kinnear-Berger all
won in straight sets.
Spring Classic
The Clemson Spring Classic
was an open draw event with
eight singles and four doubles
teams from each of four schools
participating. Texas, South
Carolina, Miami, and Clemson,
who are all ranked, were the participants.

"The idea of the tournament
was to provide individual pressure and to give the players a
chance to gain the victories for
the NCAAs," said Kriese.
Clemson was the main beneficiary of the action. The newlyestablished doubles team of
Berger and Kinnear upset the
No. 2 ranked team of Charles
Beckman and Royce Deppe of
Texas to win the doubles title.
Berger and Kinnear won in
straight sets over the 1985
NCAA doubles finalists by the
scores of 6-4 and 7-6.
In singles action, the Tigers
again came out on top, Walters
and Berger both won their ends
of the draw to gain the opportunity to play each other in the
finals. The finals were postponed
until March 11, at 1:30 p.m.
Walters reached the finals of
the event for the second straight
year by defeating Beckman of
Texas in the semifinals 6-4 and
6-2. Berger got there by beating
Johan Karlan of South Carolina
6-0 and 6-4.
"I was really pleased with the
play of Brandon Walters," added
Kriese. "He's reaching top form
and is getting in gear to play in
one of the top three spots."
Upcoming
This weekend, the "Road Warriors" travel to Texas to play in

Tim Crawford/staff photographer

Brandon Walters returns a backhand against Miami Friday afternoon.
the Corpus Christi Invitational.
There the Tigers will be seeded
No. 1 in a tournament that will
host the top 24 teams in the nation. Clemson's first round
match will be against Florida.
"We're leaving three of our
players home this weekend so

that they can catch up on their
schoolwork," said Kriese. "As a
team we need to get in gear.
Everyone will be gunning for us.
"The late show is a great
show. We just have to keep
training and prove ourselves
down the stretch."

Tandy Corporation / Radio Shack
INTRAMURAL SPORTS
656-2116

Is Pleased to Announce an Agreement
With

VOLLEYBALL-MEN, WOMEN,
COREC DIVISIONS
Last day to enter a team — March 26
Play begins March 31
Anyone interested in officiating volleyball
contact the Intramural Department.
SOFTBALL-OPEN LEAGUE
No divisions — all other rules of
participation apply
Last day to enter a team —March 26
Play begins March 31
DANCE CLASSES - TAUGHT BY
CLEMSON DANCERS
BALLET, JAZZ, TAP

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
Extending to Faculty, Staff and Students a

20% Discount
On Any Tandy Computer and Any Software,
Accessory or Peripheral Purchased with the
Computer. Order Authorization Forms and
Complete Details of the Agreement Are
Available at ... .
Help Desk Ext. 2494
or
Donn Duncan (292-1835)
Education Specialist
Radio Shack Computer Center
North Hills
Greenville, S.C. 29615

For more information, please call
Anita Westbrook, 656-4379

COMPUTER
CENTER

gssssssss

"Best Pizza in Ciemson and Reasonabiy Priced"

The Federal Depository
Library Program

Bringing
Government
Information
To You

I

Information from the Federal
Government on subjects ranging from
agriculture to zoology is available at
Depository Libraries across the nation.
You can visit these libraries and use
the Depository collection without
charge.
To find one in your area, conlact your
local library or write to the Federal
Depository Library Program, Office of
the Public Printer, Washington DC
20401.

ALL-DAY FREE DELIVERY
12 noon until —

PIZZA PUB

302 SENECA ROAD IN MINI MALL
(ACROSS FROM DEATH VALLEY)

ALL U CAN EAT MONDAYS call 654-3000
5:30 to 8 p.m. $3.95
50$ OFF
Any Mini
Pizza

s

2.00 OFF Small Twotopping
I Any Medium
Pizza
or Large
s
5.00 + tax

Oven-baked
Steak
Italian Sub
Sandwich
with Chips
with Chips
and
a Pickle | and
a Pickle
s
s
3.00 + tax I 3.00 + tax

i

One-topping
Mini Pizza,
Tossed Salad
and Soft Drink
$

3.50 + tax

L
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Scoreboard
Women's Basketball
March 1-UNC 88, Clemson 83
Baseball
Feb. 28—Clemson 12, Vanderbilt 2
March 1— Vanderbilt 6, Clemson 12
March 2—Appalachian State 11, Clemson 6
March 3—Clemson 13, The Citadel 5
March 4—Clemson 16, The Citadel 5
March 5—Clemson 5, Old Dominion 4
Men's Tennis
Feb. 27—Clemson 6, Miami 3
Upcoming
March 7—Clemson vs. Ga. Tech, 7 p.m. in ACC Tournament.
Baseball
March 8—Clemson vs. Campbell, 2 p.m.
March 9—Clemson vs. Winthrop, 2 p.m.
March 11—Clemson vs. Old Dominion, 3 p.m.
March 12—Clemson vs. Virginia, 3 p.m.

Tracksters qualify
Four athletes ran NCAA qualifying times while two relay
teams made the required time for
qualifying at the Clemson Indoor
Invitational at Clemson Saturday afternoon.
Along with qualifying eight
school and Littlejohn Coliseum
track records were also set. Greg
Moses who has already qualified
ffor the NCAA meet won the 55
meter dash with a time of 6.20.
This time set a new Coliseum and
school record. In the 55 meter
high hurdles, Craig White set a
new track record with a 7.45
time. In the relay events records,
also fell by the way side. In the
men's 4X400 meter relay N.C.
State set a new Littlejohn Coliseum record with a 3:10.77 while
Clemson who finished third, in
the race set a new school mark
with a 3:12.05. The women's
4X400 relay race saw two teams
qualify for the NCAA meet.

Howard which won the race with
a 4:40.96 time outlasted Virginia
who ran a 3:41.18 to qualify.
In the 1000 meter race the
Tigers' Tina Krebs qualified for
NCAA competition as she set a
new school record in the process
as she turned in a 2:44.96 time.
Krebs already has qualified for
the mile run earlier this year.
Clemson's Peter Van de
Kerkhove's time of 8:40.0 was
also good enough to qualify him
for the NCAA indoor national
meet in the two mile run to be
held later this month.
Neal Davis set a new Coliseum
record with a leap of 2310 W in
the long jump, while Terry
Thomas' toss in the shot put
competition of 17.22 meters also
broke a building record.
In the 1000 meters North
Carolina's Dave Fuhrmann ran a
2:22.48 to earn him a trip to
NCCA meet.

Replace Lost, Damaged,
or Discolored Lenses at a
Fraction of their Original
Costl
* Daily Wear Lenses
•Amsol
•American Hydron
•Aosott
•Bausch&Lomb
•Cibasoft
•Durasolt

*-\ J

$41.93 pair
* Tinted Lenses
• Bausch & Lomb
Natural Tints
• Cibasoft Colors

'63.97 pair
• Extended Wear Lenses
•AO Softcon
• B~'jsch& Lomb
•CooperVision
Permalens

$57/pr.
$45/pr.
$67/pr.

•csr

ulMHf^*

• DuidSOft3
•Genesis 4

$97/pr,
$57/pr.
$55/pr.

•Hydrocurve

$75/pr.

IF YOUR BRAND IS NOT LISTED
HERE. SEND A COPY OF YOUR
PRESCRIPTION AND WE WILL
SEND YOU A QUOTE.
Date _
Dear Doctor
Please send me a copy ol my latest soft
contact lens prescription Please complete
this and mail it as soon as possible Thanh
you very much

Patient Signature

I

. D Of, w,ii

Fitter s Signature

All lenses guaranteed lirsl quality, and
are supplied in Ihe original factory
sealed vials.
"^^•"•■•■leWr^

FOLLOW THESE 5 EASY STEP S
1 Acquire your complete conlacl lens
prescription
2 Complete the order Pelow
3 Make check money order, or
complete credit card informaion payable to CLS. mc
4 Enclose name address & phone
number with order
5 Mail all information to.

YAKOV SMIRNOFF

FAMOUS RUSSIAN COMEDIAN

Contact Lens Supply, Inc.

"I LOVE AMERICA BE<
OF LITE BEER, AND'
IN RUSSIA, I

30650 Carter Rd.
Cleveland, Ohio 44139
216/248-2417
"Contact Lens Suppliers
for 25 years "
Please send
pairs at
only
a pair.
CS
• Total for lenses
• Shipping t Handling .
"Total

2.00

•

I have enclosed.total
payment in the following
manner:

THERE'S ONLY ONE LITE B

check

money order

VISA

MatterCord

(Personal Checks must be cleared
prior to shipment)
|a86Miller:8JgWing Co.. Milwaukee. Wl

«»-

Friends don't let friends drive drunk.

•No single lens orders please.
•We will keep oil prescriptions on file
for reorders.
•90°o of the lenses ordered are in our
inventory and ready to be shipped in
34 hours.
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Lacrosse Club opens season with two road losses
by Mark Schoen
staff writer
The Clemson Lacrosse Club suffered
two losses last weekend as it opened its
1986 spring season against Pfeiffer College and the Atlanta Lacrosse Club.
The Clemson club lost to the Pfeiffer
varsity team 5-15 in Misenheimer, N.C.,
last Saturday and was beaten at home by
the Atlanta team 11-16 Sunday.
"We played the two best teams in the
Southeast last weekend," said co-captain
and player-coach Francis Johnson. "We
will not lose another game the rest of the
season."
Saturday's game began with two quick
goals by Pfeiffer, and the Tigers trailed
the entire contest.

"It was our first game and mostly firstyear people were playing," Johnson said.
"Pfeifer is a varsity team with recruits."
Chris Meyers had the first Clemson
goal of the game off an assist by Bruce
McLeod early in the second period.
Johnson put in another second period goal
to make the score 2-3, but the Pfeifer team
kept the game in full control.
Both captains were plr."°d with thp
defensive effort of the team.
"On one occasion we were two men
down because of penalties," co-captain
and defensive coordinator Pete Churchill
said. "We stopped their drive and turned
it into a goal for ourselves."
With 4:03 left in the third period, the
two-man-down Clemson defense intercepted a Pfeiffer pass and defensive player

Jeff Saylor lead a fast break down the
field. Saylor dished off to Harry "Skip"
Fatkin who put in the goal for the Tigers.
Johnson scored another goal in third
period and Carl Wist added a point to put
the total number of Clemson goals at five.
"Pfeiffer was a well-coached, physical
team, and the officials didn't seem to
want to control the game," Churchill said.
"That added to the rough play."
Injured during the Pfeiffer game were
Saylor, Churchill, and Donald "Lex"
Luther.
The Atlanta Club came to Clemson last
Sunday, and as usual they were loaded
with talent.
"I don't know any team that is better
than Atlanta," Johnson said.
Wist scored the first goal of the game

but Clemson s point advantage was shortlived. Atlanta answered with two goals in
less than a minute and led 5-4 at the end
of the first period.
Clemson matched Atlanta goal for goal
in the second period with Mike Dausch tying the score at eight late in the first half.
Atlanta scored again with less than a
minute left in the half to make the score
8-9 in favor of Atlanta at halftime.
"We kept it a close game until the end,"
Johnson said. "A key factor was the play
of our goalie, Dave Welty. He had at least
30 saves, most at point-blank range."
Scoring slowed down for the Tigers in
the second half with Clemson only adding
three points to their first half effort.
Atlanta put in seven goals in the second
half and won the game 16-11.

SPRING BREAK
SPECIAL
TENT RENTALS
2-MAN
4-MAN
NEW 6-MAN-YOU CAN PARTY
IN THIS ONE

s
APPALACHIAN TRAIL

OUTFITTERS
2ii CollegeAve.
Clemson, S.C.
(803)654-1737

This Week in Tiger Sports
HOME
March
March
March
March
March

March

March

March

EVENTS
7
Baseball vs. Francis Marion, 3 p.m.
Baseball vs. Campbell, 2 p.m.
8
Baseball vs. Winthrop, 2 p.m.
9
CLEMSON BATTING HELMET DAY
Baseball vs. Old Dominion, 3 p.m.
11
Baseball vs. Virginia, 3 p.m.
12
in the first ACC game of the season.
BASEBALL, HOT DOG, APPLE PIE DAY!
Baseball vs. Virginia, 3 p.m.
13
Rain day for BASEBALL, HOT DOG,
APPLE PIE DAY.
Men's Tennis vs. Virginia, 2:30 p.m.
14
HOKE SLOAN TENNIS CENTER
Men's and Women's Swimming in NCAA Zone 2
Diving Meet, 10 a.m.
Carl McHugh Natatorium, Fike Recreational Center
Men's and Women's Swimming in NCAA Zone 2
15
Diving Meet, 10 a.m.

ICLEMSON ATHLETICS
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Wrestler hopes to find success at NCAA tourney
by Mark Grahne
staff writer
Mark Litts, last year's Atlantic Coast Conference
wrestling champion in the 158 pound class, will be traveling to Iowa City, Iowa, in two weeks to wrestle in the
NCAA championships.

Player
Profile
Mark, who has been wrestling since the seventh
grade, was born in Amboy, New Jersey, lived there for
two years and then moved to New Philadelphia, Ohio. It
was in Ohio where Mark got his first start in wrestling.
"In Ohio, there is a lot more emphasis on wrestling
then there is the South," Mark said. "I played basketball and baseball when I started wrestling, but I decided
that those other sports just were not for me."
Mark attended New Philadelphia High School where
he wrestled and started playing football. However, during
his senior year a friend was killed in football practice, and
he choose to discontinue playing football and go on with
his wrestling career.
"It was a freak accident, but it caused me to develop a
negative attitude towards football, but I still like to watch
Clemson play," said Mark.
Mark amassed an impressive record at his high
school. However, there were not to many Division One colleges where he lived. He was recruited by many schools,
but they were all Division II. Then Division I college
Cleveland State offered him a scholarship.
"I really wanted to wrestle for a Division I school and
when Cleveland State offered me the scholarship, I just
jumped on it," Mark said. "I really enjoyed wrestling for
them."
Mark's family then decided to move to Hodges, South
Carolina. Mark did not like the idea of attending school so
far away from home, and after a wrestler from Clemson
talked to him, Mark decided to try to get into Clemson's
wrestling program.
"I went and talked to the coach about six weeks
before school started and he decided to give me a try.
After my first season I became a scholarship member of
the team," Mark said.
Mark, an accounting major, has, since turned out to be
one of the best wrestlers in Clemson history. He has compiled a record of 59-12 in the last two seasons and has

wrestled in the ACC finals the past two years.
Mark's name can be found next to many records in
Clemson wrestling, including total victories, winning
percentage, total pins, and many more. Last season Mark
was ranked No. 9 nationally.
Mark has really enjoyed his stay at Clemson so far. "I
like being out in the country and the outdoors. It has
helped me develop into a better person."
"Wrestling has allowed me to do a lot of things. I
spent a summer in Europe and have traveled to many
places wrestling, but there are other things that I like to
do," Mark said.
Mark works out and practices about three times a day
which does not leave him much time for other activities.
"I feel that I have been wrestling at 100 percent in only a
couple matches this season, but right now I do feel that I
am at 100 percent.
Mark was redshirted his first year at Clemson so he
has gone ahead in his school work. He has only nine hours
left to graduate which he is taking right now.
"Since I am only taking nine hours this semester. I
have done many things that I never used to get a chance
to do. I also just bought myself a car and enjoy going on
road trips," Mark said.
Mark grew up in a family of nine. Although he says
his family is physically active, none of his four sisters or
two brothers play an organized sport. "My whole family
enjoys running, but my brothers or sisters never got involved with sports," said Mark.
Mark enjoys playing rugby, running, and scuba diving. "During the off season I run races because I like to
run and it helps keep me in shape. I also plan to go scuba
diving at the Florida Keys for spring break."
During his spare time, Mark likes to read and write
and he also keeps a journal. He used to play piano, but
after his move from Ohio, the piano his family had was left
behind. In the last year and a half Mark has taken up
playing the acoustic guitar.
"I really like playing the guitar, but my roommates
don't like my practicing all the time. I like to go out to the
beach or the mountains and play the guitar or read and
write. I really enjoy the outdoors and it helps me to
relax," Mark said.
Mark finds little time to watch television, although he
does enjoy the show "The Young Ones" on cable. Old
Woody Allen movies also have a place in Mark's life.
When it comes to music, Mark likes to listen to The Boss,
Bruce Springsteen.
Mark enjoys going on road trips and experiencing the
outdoors and new places. "I like to go camping and get

Mark Litts
out of town. I do find time to go downtown occasionally."
Mark's goals in wrestling are to be ACC champ twice,
win over 30 matches, and to be Ail-American. He has succeeded in being ACC champ once and lost in the finals this
year. He has already won over 30 matches and he hopes to
be All-American this year.
"My parents have been great because they support
me 100 percent in everything I do, but they don't push
me. I love them for that," said Mark.
To Mark, wrestling has been great. "It has given me
the chance to go to school and see the world. But now I am
retiring in two weeks and there are so many areas that I
want to explore."
"I want to start my professional career and I also
want to help others learn wrestling by coaching. I am now
starting a new life," Mark said.
Mark Litts will be graduating in May and has recently
accepted a job with the public accounting firm, Coopers
Lybrand, in Atlanta.
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. Sandwiches & Salads
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II fresh Subway Sub or Salad is not "Junk Food". Far from it. It's delicious
& nutritious! So, if you're interested in nutritional values of the "fast
food" that you and your family eat, we invite you to compare the
balanced range of nutrients provided in Subway products versus some of our
popular competitors.

he fresh Subway sandwiches are rich in vitamin C.
Every 6 inch SNAK contains over 21.9 milligrams of Vitamin C
(ascorbic acid) compared to only 2.2 Mg. for a BIG MAC and .7 Mg. for a
Wendy's single with cheese.

GETWSE
HOLD WE HUES!

NUTRITIONAL
BALANCE

SIP wo areas of nutritional content that many people wish to avoid are
■ "FATS" and "SODIUM"
The Subway 6 inch single meat snak size is delicious and appetite
fulfilling without French fries, which are loaded with both. So, if you (or the kids)
normally order fries with your burgers, chicken or fish, then you must add that
to the comparisons below.

he natural blend of Subway's ingredients provides you with iron,
protein, thiamin, niacin, riboflavin, Vitamin C and mostly
polyunsaturated fats (the healthy kind). And the caloric values are
comparable to the competition—without fries.

FAT CONTENT IN GRAMS

WENDY'S SINGLE W/CHEESE

:■,:■:

'

I

|

BIG MAC
2 PC. KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
ARBY'S SUPER ROAST BEEF
(WTinOLT00.) 19 Grams

SUBWAYBMTSNACK
SUBWAY ROAST BEEF
SUBWAY SEAFOOD & CRAB

■':.

V,

31 Grams

BURGER CHEF FISH SAND.

SUBWAY TUNA SNACK

34 Grams
33 Grams
111! 32 Grams
5.:,.;;

(WTHOUTOH) 13.5 Grams
(WTTHOLT00.) 10.2 Grams
(UTTHOLT OH) 8.3 Grams

(wmos)
(Www

(MH<W

mmm
mm 20.5 Grams

HI 17.2 Grams
15.3 Grams

28 Grams
26 Grams

